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Abstract
Finite element thermal stress analyses of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrode microstructure models are
performed under various conditions to investigate mechanical integrity of electrodes under thermal loads.
Image-based three-dimensional finite element models of electrode microstructures are generated from
two-dimensional images of actual electrode cross-sections. Finite element thermal stress analyses of
anode models under spatially uniform temperature fields of increasing magnitude are performed, and the
effects of temperature-dependent material properties and plasticity on mechanical integrity are
investigated. Linear elastic material models are found to underestimate the probability of failure of the
anode at high temperatures. Analyses of cathode models are performed to study the effects of
temperature-dependent material properties and varying phase volume fractions. An approximate heuristic
scheme based on boundary pixel modification is developed, validated, and used to derive a microstructure
of varying composition from the original microstructure. Limited variations in ceramic phase volume
fractions are found to have limited effect on probability of failure of models having temperatureindependent material properties, with higher pore volume fraction leading to higher probability of failure.
Consideration of temperature-dependent material properties leads to lower probability of failure for the
cathode models compared with temperature-independent material properties. Interface degradation under
repeated thermal loading is simulated using cohesive elements. Effects of damage on mechanical integrity
and electrochemical performance are studied. Three-phase boundary evolution due to mechanical
interface damage is evaluated. Three-phase boundary density is found to decrease over a number of
heating cycles, indicating that interface damage may be a major mechanism responsible for SOFC
performance degradation over time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
1.1. Introduction
A solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is an electrochemical power source that converts the chemical energy of
fuels into electrical energy [1]. SOFCs have received attention from researchers due to their promise of
delivering relatively clean energy at high efficiencies [1]. An SOFC consists of anode, cathode,
electrolyte, and interconnect wires [1]. The electrolyte is a solid oxide such as yttria-stabilized zirconia
(YSZ). The porous anode is a ceramic-metal composite (‘cermet’) of nickel and zirconia (Ni-YSZ). The
porous cathode is a composite of ceramic materials such as strontium-doped lanthanum manganite and
yttria-stabilized zirconia (LSM-YSZ) [1]. Oxygen atoms undergo reduction on the porous cathode
surface, and the resulting oxide ions are transported through the electrolyte to the porous anode. Here, the
oxide ions react with the fuel (e.g. hydrogen). Hydrogen is oxidized, and the electrons of the oxide ions
are liberated. The free electrons give rise to electric current [1]. Typical SOFC operating temperatures lie
in the range of 600 – 1000 ⁰C [1]. This process is schematically illustrated in Figure 1-1.

Flow of electrons
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Anode

Electrolyte

Outlet for
unused
gases
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Excess fuel and
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oxygen

Oxidation of H2
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Transport of oxygen ions
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Figure 1-1 Schematic diagram of solid oxide fuel cell
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The potential uses of SOFCs include both stationary applications (e.g. residential power generation) and
mobile applications (e.g. auxiliary power units in automobiles). Their main advantages are high
efficiency, fuel flexibility, and low emissions [1]. The main disadvantage of SOFCs is the high operating
temperature, which leads to durability and mechanical integrity issues during thermal cycling [1]. Thus, a
major objective of current SOFC research activity is to reduce the operating temperature, which may
potentially increase the service life of the cell and make the technology applicable on a large scale [1].

1.2. Review of literature on electrochemical and mechanical aspects of SOFC
Researchers have investigated many different aspects of SOFCs, including anode, cathode, and electrolyte
materials; behavior of different SOFC configurations; modeling of electrochemical, thermal, and flow
phenomena; and probability of failure under thermal loads. Due to the relatively high operating
temperatures (600 – 1000⁰C), thermal stresses significantly impact the mechanical integrity of the SOFC
[2, 3]. Research has also established that electrochemical performance of SOFCs is significantly affected
by component microstructure [4, 5]. Recently, a preliminary investigation [6] has been undertaken to
study the effects of SOFC anode microstructure on thermal stresses induced by a temperature field.
Experimental, analytical, and computational approaches have been used to investigate the properties of
materials used in SOFC and to study the electrochemical and mechanical behavior of SOFC. Selcuk and
Atkinson [7, 8] conducted a number of experimental studies to estimate various mechanical properties of
SOFC ceramic materials such as YSZ and NiO-YSZ. They determined the biaxial flexural strength and
fracture toughness of YSZ at room temperature and at an operating temperature of 900⁰C [8]. They also
experimentally studied the dependence of the Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of
YSZ and NiO-YSZ (amongst other ceramic materials) on porosity [7]. The results of these studies were
summarized by Atkinson and Selcuk [9], where they also suggested techniques for improving the
mechanical behavior of SOFC ceramic materials under certain operating conditions. Toftegaard et al. [10]
conducted uniaxial tensile tests on pure YSZ specimens and YSZ specimens coated with porous NiOYSZ layers. They heat-treated the coated YSZ specimens at various temperatures to study the effect of
2

heat treatment at different temperatures on the strength. Pihlatie et al. [11] experimentally determined the
Young’s modulus (amongst other mechanical properties) of Ni-YSZ and NiO-YSZ composites as a
function of porosity using the Impulse Excitation Technique (IET). They also used IET to study the
dependency of the Young’s modulus of these materials on temperature. Giraud and Canel [12] also
conducted experimental studies using IET to determine the variation of the Young’s modulus of YSZ,
LSM, and Ni-YSZ with temperature.
Zhang et al. [13] developed an analytical model for calculating residual stresses in a single SOFC with
NiO-YSZ/YSZ/LSM composition, using effective material properties. They used their model to estimate
the residual stresses in an SOFC at room temperature and to study the variation of the stresses in the
different components with changes in component thickness. They also performed Weibull analysis to
calculate the probability of failure of the anode. They investigated the variation of the probability of
failure of the anode with changes in component thickness. Selimovic et al. [2] developed a finite element
(FE) model of a planar SOFC, without considering microstructure, to study mechanical stresses under
steady-state and transient thermal loads. Anandakumar et al. [3] carried out finite element analysis (FEA)
to estimate thermal stresses and probability of failure in functionally graded SOFCs. However, they did
not consider the microstructure of the SOFC components in their models. Instead, they used graded finite
elements to discretize effective media. They also used the Weibull method to estimate the probability of
failure of the individual components of the SOFC, as well as that of the whole SOFC. Anandakumar et al.
[3] found that the thermal stresses developed in functionally graded SOFCs under spatially uniform and
non-uniform temperature loads are lower than those induced in conventional layered SOFCs. They also
found that functionally graded SOFCs show a lower probability of failure than other types of SOFCs.
Laurencin et al. [14] conducted FEA to study the degradation of anode-supported and electrolytesupported circular planar SOFCs under several types of mechanical loads, including residual stresses.
They also calculated the probability of failure of the SOFCs using Weibull analysis. However, they
considered only elastic behavior. Pitakthapanaphong and Busso [15] carried out FEA to investigate the
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fracture of multi-layered systems used in SOFCs, and noted that fracture is caused by large residual
stresses induced during the SOFC manufacturing process due to thermal expansion coefficient (TEC)
mismatch between different layers. They observed different cracking patterns (surface cracks, channeling
cracks, and interfacial cracks) in physical samples of multi-layered systems. Their study involved
simulations using FE models of multi-layered samples to determine the crack driving force (energy
release rate) for the three observed cracking patterns. However, they did not consider the microstructure
of the multi-layered systems. Johnson and Qu [16] used a three-dimensional stochastic reconstruction
method to create multiple realizations of the microstructure of porous Ni-YSZ cermet used as SOFC
anode material. They analyzed these microstructure realizations using finite element software to
determine the effective elastic modulus and effective coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of Ni-YSZ
as a function of temperature. Liu et al. [17] studied the strength of SOFC ceramic electrodes with high
porosity using discrete element simulations. They investigated the elastic and fracture behavior of such
electrodes and proposed an Orowan-Petch type relation between fracture strength and particle size.
Clague et al. [6] used focused ion beam (FIB) tomography to obtain detailed images of Ni-YSZ electrode
microstructure. They developed and analyzed a finite element model of the electrode microstructure using
commercially available software. The authors simulated the heating of the microstructure from room
temperature to operating temperature by applying a temperature field, and conducted implicit linear
elastic FE analysis to determine stresses. Finally, it is worth mentioning that numerical simulation
activities in the field of SOFC research have produced a significant volume of technical literature. A
detailed overview of the field of numerical modeling of SOFCs is provided by Kakac et al. in their review
paper [18].
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1.3. Motivation and objectives
1.3.1. Motivation for research
From the review of literature presented in the previous section, it can be observed that although the effects
of microstructure on SOFC electrochemical performance have been investigated, and mechanical
performance under thermal loads has been studied using effective media, relatively few investigations
have focused on the effects of microstructure on mechanical performance [6]. Mechanical durability of
the SOFC under steady-state and transient thermal loads is an important aspect of performance. It is thus
essential to understand the effects of microstructure on probability of failure under thermal loads. Most
computational studies have employed effective material properties and have modeled the SOFC
components as effective media. They have not directly modeled the microstructure of the components.
Also, the effects of temperature-dependent material properties, elastic-plastic behavior and electrode
composition on mechanical integrity have not been extensively studied. Electrode degradation has not
been simulated in conjunction with microstructure-based FE models in the literature. These observations
provide the motivation for the work presented in this document. Several key areas within the field of
finite element thermal stress analysis of SOFC electrodes are identified and listed below. The volume of
literature in these areas appears to be insufficient, and the objective of the research presented in this
dissertation is to address some of these gaps in the present state of knowledge of the behavior of SOFC
under thermal loads.
a. Component microstructure
It is clear from the previous discussion that microstructure plays a very important role in determining the
electrochemical and mechanical behavior of SOFC components. It is important to consider microstructure
in thermal stress and probability of failure analyses of SOFC electrodes in order to account for the stress
concentration effects of pores.

5

b. Temperature-dependent material properties
Given the high operating temperatures of solid oxide fuel cells (600 – 1000ºC) and the occurrence of
thermal cycling during operation, it is very important to consider variation of material properties with
temperature in investigating the mechanical integrity of SOFC under thermal loads.
c. Elastic-plastic behavior
It is necessary to consider plastic behavior of the nickel phase of Ni-YSZ anodes at high temperatures.
Clague et al. [6] have pointed out that plastic behavior of nickel may provide a mechanism for stress
relief in anodes.
d. Effects of electrode composition
In practice, SOFC electrodes possess varying phase compositions in the thickness direction [1]. This
variation increases material compatibility between different SOFC components and improves overall cell
performance. Construction of microstructures with different phase volume fractions may provide physical
insights into the effects of varying phase compositions on the mechanics of electrode structures in SOFC.
e. Effects of electrode degradation
Solid oxide fuel cells are subjected to thermal cycling as well as redox cycling. Such cyclic operation,
combined with stress concentration due to the porous microstructures of the electrodes, may cause
damage initiation and evolution in the SOFC structure [17]. In order to improve the understanding of the
behavior of SOFC under thermal loads, it is essential to incorporate a realistic damage evolution scheme
into microstructure-based finite element models.
The motivation for the present research is provided by the need to address the above gaps in the body of
knowledge on SOFC behavior under thermal loads. The specific objectives of the present work are stated
in the following subsection.
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1.3.2. Objectives of research
In order to address the issues identified in the previous subsection, specific objectives have been
formulated for this research. The objectives of the research presented in this document are listed below.
Objective 1: Generation of three-dimensional finite element models of SOFC electrode microstructures
This objective involves the generation of three-dimensional (3-D) FE models of SOFC anode and cathode
microstructures from a set of two-dimensional microstructure images [19, 20] using in-house computer
programs.
Objective 2: Finite element thermal stress analysis of SOFC microstructures considering temperaturedependent material properties
This objective involves finite element analysis (FEA) of the electrode microstructure models considering
temperature-independent and temperature-dependent material properties to determine stresses induced by
a steady-state temperature change from room temperature up to operating temperature. The thermal
stresses obtained from FEA are analyzed using the Weibull method [21] to calculate the probability of
failure. The effects of temperature-independent versus temperature-dependent material properties are
studied for both anode and cathode microstructures.
Objective 3: Investigation of the effects of plasticity on the behavior of the anode microstructure under
thermal loads
The effects of plasticity on the probability of failure of the anode microstructure under thermal loads are
studied. This objective involves consideration of elastic-plastic behavior of the nickel phase, in addition to
temperature-dependent material properties, for the anode microstructure.
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Objective 4: Investigation of the effects of varying phase compositions on the behavior of the cathode
microstructure under thermal loads
The effects of varying phase volume fractions on the probability of failure of the cathode microstructure
under thermal loads are studied. This objective involves consideration of two different compositions for
the cathode microstructure, in addition to temperature-dependent material properties.
Objective 5: Investigation of the effects of interface degradation on the behavior of electrode
microstructures under repeated thermal loads
Interface degradation in the electrode microstructures due to high temperatures and thermal cycling is
simulated by considering imperfect bonding between dissimilar solid phases, using cohesive elements. A
simplified interface damage scheme is implemented in the finite element microstructure models to
simulate the effects of progressive degradation of interface strength and fracture energy. The effects of
electrochemical reactions and redox cycling on interface degradation are not considered in this work.
1.4. Organization of the dissertation
Chapter 1 introduces certain basic aspects of SOFCs and presents a brief review of the technical literature
on this subject. It also explains the motivation for this research and its objectives. The models, methods,
and techniques used for achieving the objectives are explained in detail in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this
work. Chapter 2 covers generation of 3-D, image-based, FE microstructure anode models and
investigation of the effects of temperature-dependent material properties and plasticity (Objectives 1, 2,
and 3). Chapter 3 describes generation of 3-D FE cathode microstructure models and investigation of the
effects of temperature-dependent material properties and varying phase volume fractions on the behavior
of the cathode microstructure under thermal loads (Objectives 1, 2, and 4). Chapter 4 investigates the
effects of interface degradation under repeated thermal loading on the behavior of SOFC electrode
microstructures (Objective 5). Mechanical degradation under repeated thermal loading is studied using
energy concepts from fracture mechanics. Electrochemical performance degradation over time is
8

evaluated in a simplified manner by determining the evolution of three-phase boundaries (TPBs) with
thermal cycling. The dissertation concludes with Chapter 5, which summarizes the main results and
limitations of the work and suggests topics for future research.
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Chapter 2
Finite Element Thermal Stress Analysis of SOFC Anode Microstructures: Effects of
Material Nonlinearity and Temperature-Dependent Material Properties
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, three-dimensional finite element (FE) models of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) anode
microstructures are generated from a stack of two-dimensional microstructural images. Finite element
analysis (FEA) of the anode microstructure models is carried out to determine thermal stresses induced by
a steady-state temperature change from room temperature up to operating temperature. The stresses are
analyzed using the Weibull method [21] to calculate the probability of failure. The anode material is
50:50 weight percentage (wt. %) Ni-YSZ. Both linear elastic and elastic-plastic (nonlinear) behaviors are
considered for nickel (Ni) in the analyses. The effect of temperature-dependent material properties on the
probability of failure of the anode is also investigated. The novelties of this work include FE analysis of
the behavior of microstructure-based anode models under thermal loads considering temperaturedependent material properties and nonlinear (elastic-plastic) behavior of the nickel phase [22].

2.2. Image-based finite element anode microstructure models
The first step in this work involves reconstruction of a three-dimensional (3-D) anode microstructure from
two-dimensional (2-D) images of anode cross-sections obtained using focused ion beam-scanning
electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). The 2-D images of the anode microstructures have been obtained from
Dr. Scott Barnett’s research group at Northwestern University [19]. The initial 3-D reconstruction is
achieved using IMOD [23], a free collection of image processing programs developed by researchers at
the Boulder Laboratory for 3-D Electron Microscopy of Cells. IMOD is capable of creating a stack of 2-D
images, interpolating the gaps between consecutive images, and creating and displaying the 3-D model.
The 3-D IMOD reconstruction of the anode microstructure is shown in Figure 2-1, along with a single
anode cross-section (2-D) image. Each anode image is of size 370 pixels (height)
10

430 pixels (width).

y

x
z
Figure 2-1 (left) reference axes; (center) 2-D SEM image of anode microstructure cross-section [19];
(right) 3-D reconstruction of anode
In the SEM images of the anode, white (pixel value 255) corresponds to nickel, gray (pixel value 127) to
YSZ, and black (pixel value 0) to the pores. The reconstructed 3-D IMOD model is used as a check on the
geometry of the reconstructed 3-D FE model. The next step involves the creation of a single 2-D FE
model from a single 2-D SEM image. This step is explained in detail in the following subsections.
2.2.1. Image simplification schemes for finite element modeling
The original anode image set used in this chapter consists of 82 images [19], while the original cathode
image set (see Chapter 3) consists of 242 images [20]. Each anode image is of size 370 pixels (height)
430 pixels (width), while each cathode image is of size 147 pixels (height)
original anode is of size 6.02 μm (x)
of size 8.85 μm (x)

6.00 μm (y)

5.18 μm (y)

217 pixels (width). The

3.55 μm (z). The original cathode (see Chapter 3) is

12.85 μm (z). In the present study, 3-D finite element electrode

microstructure models are reconstructed from a stack of 2-D microstructure images by assigning exactly
one 3-D 8-node linear brick element to each volumetric pixel (i.e. voxel). The sizes of the 2-D images
given above indicate that each 2-D image plane in the 3-D model would have around 160,000 elements in
the anode and 32,000 elements in the cathode. Due to computational resource limitations, it is not
possible to retain such a fine level of microstructural detail in the finite element models. To achieve
computational efficiency, 41 images are used in the reconstruction of each 3-D model (anode and
cathode) in Chapters 2 and 3. The original images of the electrode microstructures are also simplified to
reduce the image resolution while retaining a sufficiently detailed microstructure for the purposes of
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stress analysis. Detailed validation of an image simplification technique for achieving computational
efficiency is provided in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, model simplification is achieved through image size reduction, which is implemented for
the anode model by considering a subset of the original 2-D image pixel matrix. The subset is obtained by
sampling pixels at regular intervals in the x- and y-directions, and is of size 74 rows
original 2-D anode image pixel matrix is of size 370 rows

86 columns. The

430 columns. The x-y pixel resolution (14.0

nm) and the z-spacing between consecutive images (43.8 nm) are unchanged in the simplified model.
Thus, the dimensions of each simplified anode image are 1.04 μm (height)

1.20 μm (width), and the

thickness (z-dimension) of the reconstructed model is 1.75 μm. These numbers indicate that the image
size reduction scheme implemented in this chapter leads to a reduction in the reconstructed volume,
which in turn may lead to a microstructure that is not entirely representative of the original anode.
A different image simplification scheme is implemented for the cathode model (see Chapter 3). This
scheme, based on analyzing and simplifying consecutive (2

2) pixel squares in the image plane,

preserves the overall x-y size of each image and the z-depth of the voxel, while leading to an increase in
the x-y dimensions of each pixel. Due to the reduced number of images (41 images) used in
reconstructing the cathode, the z-dimension of the cathode model (4.26 μm) is reduced compared to that
of the original (12.85 μm). Thus the (2

2) simplification scheme also leads to a reduction in the

reconstructed volume. However, as validated in detail in Chapter 3, the (2

2) scheme leads to a

reasonably good approximation of the original microstructure.
Finally, in Chapter 4, a simplification scheme similar to the (2
both anode and cathode models. This scheme is based on

2) scheme described above is used for
pixel square simplification, where n =

10 for the anode and n = 6 for the cathode. This level of simplification is necessary to achieve reasonable
computational efficiency with cohesive elements, as explained in Chapter 4. The

simplification

schemes again preserve the overall x-y dimensions of each image. As explained in Chapter 4, these
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schemes also ensure that the overall z-dimension of the model is equal to that of the original
microstructure, at the expense of increasing the z-depth of the voxel due to the limited number of images
used in the reconstruction. In Chapter 4, the plausibility of the (n

n) schemes is demonstrated by

showing that the schemes lead to values of standard microstructural parameters that are within acceptable
ranges established in the experimental literature for both anode and cathode.
The above discussion reveals that each of the different simplification schemes has its own advantages and
disadvantages. While the image size reduction scheme is easy to implement, it may not lead to a
representative microstructure in the FE model. Although the

pixel square simplification schemes

(n = 2, 6, 10) are more complicated, they may lead to good approximations of the original microstructure.
A detailed comparison and validation study of these approaches may be an interesting topic for future
research.
2.2.2. Finite element models
The anode image set used in this chapter originally consists of 82 images [19], of which 41 are used for 3D model reconstruction. The in-house algorithms and programs developed for generating image-based FE
models are initially tested by creating a single image-based 2-D FE model. Modeling is carried out using
the commercial FE software ABAQUS v6.9 [24]. This is done by writing a MATLAB ® program [25] to
recreate the geometry of the image using 2-D finite elements (4-node quadrilateral elements) and to write
the geometry data to an ABAQUS input file. Exactly one element is assigned to each pixel in the image,
and the element is included in the appropriate element set (nickel or YSZ) based on the corresponding
pixel value. Information concerning the material properties, boundary conditions, initial temperature,
operating temperature field, and required outputs (e.g. principal stresses) is also specified in the input file.
The input file is then analyzed using ABAQUS to generate the 2-D FE model shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Two-dimensional FE model of a single cross-section of the SOFC anode
The 3-D FE anode models are generated by creating a stack of all the 2-D images and introducing a
“buffer” plane between each pair of consecutive images. This is necessary and useful to ensure a simple
step variation in material properties between corresponding regions in two consecutive images. The gaps
between consecutive images and buffer planes are then interpolated by assigning one three-dimensional
8-node linear brick element to each voxel. Thus, the 3-D geometry of the anode microstructure is
reconstructed in the 3-D FE model of the anode. The reconstructed 3-D FE anode model is shown in
Figure 2-3, along with various free-body cuts.

1.04
μm
1.20 μm

1.75 μm

Figure 2-3 Free-body cuts of the three-dimensional FE model of the SOFC anode

2.3. Finite element analysis of anode models

2.3.1. Analysis models and metrics

Finite element analysis (FEA) of the anode models is carried out to investigate the effect of various
thermal loads, as well as the effect of variation of material properties with temperature, on the mechanical
integrity and probability of failure of the models. The effect of nonlinear (elastic-plastic) behavior versus
14

linear elastic behavior of nickel is also investigated, which has not been studied in detail in the literature.
The FE analyses are divided into different categories as explained in Table 2-1. In each case, the FE
model is subjected to fixed boundary conditions (i.e. all nodes on each of the six faces are allowed neither
to translate nor to rotate). The behavior of the model with increasing thermal loads is investigated by
subjecting the model to eight different spatially uniform temperature fields of magnitude 120⁰C, 220⁰C,
320ºC, …, 820⁰C. In each steady-state analysis, the initial temperature is specified as 20⁰C (room
temperature), so that the model is subjected to eight different magnitudes of temperature change (ΔT =
100⁰C, 200⁰C, 300⁰C, …, 800⁰C).

Table 2-1 Metrics for finite element analyses of anode (CTE stands for coefficient of thermal expansion)
Case

Ni

YSZ

Temperaturedependence (Ni)
None

Temperaturedependence (YSZ)
None

Case 1:
Temperatureindependent
Case 2:
Temperaturedependent CTEs
Case 3: Elasticplastic behavior
of Ni

Linear
elastic

Linear
elastic

Linear
elastic

Linear
elastic

CTE

CTE

Elasticplastic

Linear
elastic

CTE

Young’s modulus,
CTE

2.3.2. Material properties
Table 2-2 lists the room temperature material properties used for nickel and YSZ [3, 16]. Figure 2-4
shows the variation of the coefficients of thermal expansion of nickel and YSZ with temperature [16].
Figure 2-5 shows the variation of the Young’s modulus of YSZ with temperature [12].
Table 2-2 Room temperature material properties used in FE analyses of anode [3, 16]
Material
Nickel
YSZ

Young’s modulus
(GPa)
207
205

Poisson’s ratio
0.31
0.30
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Coefficient of thermal
expansion (10-6 ⁰C-1)
12.50
10.40

Figure 2-4 Variation of CTE of nickel and YSZ with temperature [16]

Figure 2-5 Variation of Young’s modulus of YSZ with temperature [12]
The Young’s modulus of nickel is assumed to be constant over the temperature range considered. The
room temperature value of the Young’s modulus of nickel (as shown in Table 2-2) is used in the FE
analyses of the anode. Figure 2-6 shows the stress-plastic strain curve used to describe the nonlinear
16

behavior of nickel [26]. It is assumed that the stress-strain curve of nickel does not change over the
temperature range considered.

Figure 2-6 Stress-plastic strain curve for nickel [26]

2.4. Results and discussion
2.4.1. Stress analysis
The 3-D FE model of the anode (50:50 NiO:YSZ weight percentage (wt. %) composition) is shown in
Figure 2-7. The model consists of 406,465 elements and 473,181 nodes.

y

1.04 μm

z

1.20 μm

1.75 μm

Figure 2-7 Three-dimensional FE model of anode
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x

The von Mises stress contours for the anode at ΔT = 100⁰C, 500⁰C, and 800⁰C are shown considering
elastic-plastic behavior of nickel in Figure 2-8. The stress values are in units of N m-2 (i.e., Pa).

Figure 2-8 Von Mises stress contour plots (in Pa) for anode considering elastic-plastic behavior of nickel:
(left to right) ∆T = 100⁰C, ∆T = 500⁰C, ∆T = 800⁰C
Figure 2-8 shows that as ΔT increases from 100⁰C to 800⁰C, the stresses in the anode also increase. This
happens because thermal stress is proportional to the CTE, and the CTEs of both nickel and YSZ increase
with temperature, as seen from Figure 2-4. Also, the stress plots show that the stresses are greater near the
regions of pores due to stress concentration, as expected. Similar results are obtained for the cases with
temperature-independent material properties and temperature-dependent CTEs. The effect of the elasticplastic behavior of nickel on the principal tensile stress values (as compared with the linear elastic
behavior assumed in the cases with temperature-independent material properties and temperaturedependent CTEs) is discussed in subsection 2.4.2, which deals with probability of failure calculations for
the anode.
2.4.2. Probability of failure analysis
Ceramic materials exhibit brittle behavior under tensile stress. Also, unlike metals, they show wide
variability in tensile strength values and follow a statistical strength distribution. Thus, the Weibull
method of analysis [14, 21] is used to calculate the probability of failure of the SOFC anode. According to
the Weibull method, the survival probability of a particular component j under the action of a tensile
stress σ is given by [14]:
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Here, j = anode, Vj is the volume of component j, V0 is a characteristic specimen volume (reference
volume) for the material of component j, σ0 is the characteristic strength of the material of component j,
and m is the Weibull modulus of the material. The characteristic strength σ0 is also the scale parameter for
the distribution, while the Weibull modulus m is the shape parameter. The reference volume V0 is related
to the characteristic strength σ0 of the material. In this study, the Weibull method is slightly modified to
account for the fact that the anode is a composite made up of two different components, Ni and YSZ. The
method employed is described next. The Weibull parameters used for the ceramic material (YSZ) are
shown in Table 2-3 [14]. Only room temperature values of the Weibull parameters are used in this study.

Table 2-3 Weibull parameters for anode ceramic material: room temperature values [14]

Material
YSZ

Weibull modulus,
m
7.0

Characteristic strength,
σ0 (MPa)
446.0

Reference volume,
V0 (mm3)
0.35

The results of each stress analysis case are post-processed by writing programs to extract the three
principal stress values from each YSZ element in the FE model. These principal stresses are then used to
perform a Weibull analysis to determine the probability of failure of the anode at each ∆T value. Since the
SOFC component materials are subjected to a multi-axial state of stress, the total survival probability of
the ceramic phase of the anode under the action of the three principal stresses (σ1, σ2, and σ3) is calculated.
The principal stresses are assumed to act independently, and the total survival probability is calculated as
the product of the survival probabilities under the action of each individual principal stress [14]:
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Here, j = YSZ for the anode, and i = 1, 2, and 3. Only tensile values of the three principal stresses are
used in the Weibull analysis. The probability of failure (Pf) of the YSZ phase is then calculated as follows
[3]:
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(2-4)

The probability of failure of the anode is calculated as the probability of failure of the YSZ phase,
considering that the anode material (Ni-YSZ) is a metal-ceramic composite (cermet), and that the Weibull
distribution is more appropriate for calculating the probability of failure of ceramics (such as YSZ) [14].
The strength distribution for metals (such as nickel) is closer to a normal distribution [27]. The probability
of failure (Pf) value for the YSZ phase of the anode is calculated at each ΔT value (100⁰C, 200⁰C, …,
800⁰C) for each case described in Table 2-1. These values are plotted in Figure 2-9. Since these Pf values
are calculated on the basis of the tensile principal stresses in the YSZ phase, the variation of the
maximum principal tensile stress (MPTS) in the YSZ phase of the anode with temperature in all three
cases (temperature-independent material properties, temperature-dependent CTEs, and elastic-plastic
behavior of Ni) is shown in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-9 Probability of failure of anode models

Figure 2-10 Maximum principal tensile stress in the YSZ phase of the anode
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The Pf plot for the anode (Figure 2-9) shows that the probability of failure increases with increasing ∆T
values (and hence increasing stresses), for each of the three cases considered (temperature-independent
material properties, temperature-dependent CTEs, and elastic-plastic behavior of nickel). Also, the plot
shows that the models with linear elastic material behavior significantly underestimate the probability of
failure of the anode (defined by the Pf values of the YSZ phase), as compared with the model that
considers nonlinear elastic-plastic behavior of nickel, especially at high temperatures. This may be
explained by referring to Figure 2-10, which shows that the maximum principal tensile stress (MPTS) in
the YSZ phase of the anode increases with increasing ∆T values for all three cases. Figure 2-10 also
shows that when the elastic-plastic behavior of Ni is taken into account, the MPTS in the YSZ phase
attains higher values than when linear elastic behavior is assumed, especially at high temperatures. This
can be explained as follows: when the Ni phase enters the nonlinear (plastic) part of its stress-strain curve
at higher temperatures, lower stresses are induced in the Ni phase than if its stress-strain curve had been
purely linear elastic with the same value of Young’s modulus. Thus, when the Ni phase starts exhibiting
nonlinear behavior, a higher proportion of the thermal stresses must be redistributed into the YSZ phase,
resulting in higher MPTS values in the YSZ phase (and hence higher Pf values for the anode).
Figure 2-9 also shows that the case with temperature-dependent CTEs shows higher Pf values than the
case with temperature-independent material properties at intermediate and high temperatures. Again,
Figure 2-10 shows that with temperature-dependent CTE values, higher tensile stresses are induced in the
YSZ phase of the anode than with temperature-independent material properties, especially at intermediate
and high temperatures. This can be explained by referring to Figure 2-4, which shows that the CTEs of
both Ni and YSZ increase with temperature. Since thermal stresses are proportional to CTE values, it can
be expected that the case with temperature-dependent CTEs will show higher MPTS values (and hence
higher Pf values) than the case with temperature-independent material properties, which uses constant
(room-temperature) values of the CTEs.
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2.5. Conclusion
Three-dimensional FE models of SOFC anode microstructures are constructed from a stack of twodimensional SEM images of actual cross-sections. The models are subjected to spatially uniform
temperature fields of increasing magnitude and the resulting distribution of thermal stresses is obtained
using FEA. The obtained stresses are subjected to Weibull analyses to determine the probability of failure
of the anode microstructure as a function of temperature. The novelties of this work include FE analysis
of thermal stresses induced in microstructure-based anode models under spatially uniform thermal loads,
consideration of temperature-dependent material properties of the anode materials, and consideration of
nonlinear elastic-plastic behavior of the nickel phase of the Ni-YSZ anode. The Weibull analyses show
that the linear elastic material models underestimate the probability of failure of the anode at high
temperatures; hence, it is important to consider the elastic-plastic behavior of the nickel phase of the NiYSZ anode. In this work, steady-state analysis has been performed. Residual stresses have not been
considered in this study due to lack of such information, and simple, spatially uniform temperature fields
have been used to model thermal loads.
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Chapter 3
Finite Element Thermal Stress Analysis of SOFC Cathode Microstructures: Effects of
Varying Phase Volume Fractions and Temperature-Dependent Material Properties
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, finite element analysis (FEA) of thermal stresses induced in reconstructed SOFC cathode
microstructures under spatially uniform temperature fields is performed. Three-dimensional finite element
(FE) models of SOFC cathode microstructures are generated from a stack of two-dimensional
microstructure images. The models are subjected to FEA to determine thermal stresses due to steady-state
temperature change from room temperature up to operating temperature. The calculated thermal stresses
are analyzed using the Weibull method to calculate the probability of failure. The cathode material is
50:50 wt. % LSM-YSZ. The effects of temperature-dependent material properties on the probability of
failure of the cathode are investigated. A cathode model of 30:70 wt. % LSM:YSZ composition is derived
using a heuristic scheme to investigate the effects of varying phase volume fractions on mechanical
integrity and probability of failure under thermal loads.
This study extends the work described in Chapter 2 by including detailed validation of original and
derived microstructures. The effects of varying phase volume fractions on the mechanics of cathode
microstructures under thermal stress are considered. A simple heuristic scheme is developed to derive
cathode microstructures of varying compositions within a limited range from the original, real
microstructures. Construction of such derived microstructures provides physical insights into the effects
of phase compositions on the mechanics of electrode structures in SOFCs, which in reality possess varied
compositions through the thickness direction to increase material compatibility between electrolyte and
electrodes and to improve overall cell performance.
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3.2. Image-based finite element cathode microstructure models
3.2.1. Models based on original images
Three-dimensional (3-D) FE microstructure models are reconstructed from 41 two-dimensional (2-D)
cross-sectional images of a cathode microstructure. The 2-D images have been obtained by Dr. Scott
Barnett’s research group at Northwestern University [20], using focused ion beam-scanning electron
microscopy (FIB-SEM). Examples of the 2-D images are shown in Figure 3-1. These images are of the
real cathode microstructure having 50:50 LSM:YSZ composition. The original cathode image set consists
of 242 images [20].

Figure 3-1 Two-dimensional SEM images of cathode cross-sections [20]
In the SEM cathode images, white (pixel value = 255) represents LSM, gray (pixel value = 127)
represents YSZ, and black (pixel value = 0) represents the pores. The original cathode image dimensions
are 217 pixels (width)

147 pixels (height).The in-plane, x-y spatial resolution between pixels is 40.8 nm

and the z-spacing between images is 53.3 nm. The original cathode images are thus of size 8.85 μm
(width)

6.00 μm (height). Finite element modeling is carried out using the commercial FE software

ABAQUS [24]. This is done by writing MATLAB ® [25] programs to generate ABAQUS input files
with all relevant data for running the FE analysis: model geometry, material properties, boundary
conditions, initial temperature, operating temperature field and required output data. The 3-D FE model is
reconstructed from the images using 3-D finite elements (8-node linear brick elements). In order to
increase computational efficiency for 3-D analysis using the finite element method, the full model is
simplified to a representative model in which some details of phase geometry are sacrificed, but the
microstructural skeleton that is crucial to stress analysis remains almost unchanged. To provide validation
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data for this approach, 2-D cathode microstructure images are used for calculating three-phase boundary
(TPB) density and phase surface area density for the original, full-size 50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ cathode, as
well as for the simplified 50:50 cathode. The data agree reasonably well with those reported in the
literature [5, 20] (see Table 3-2 and Table 3-3). This quantitative evidence may support the validity of the
simplified model within a limited range, which provides a basis for mechanical stress analysis that can
achieve computational efficiency.
Based on reviewers’ comments on a publication [28] resulting from this work, a simplification scheme
that analyzes and simplifies consecutive (2
subset, of size 146 rows

2) pixel squares in the image plane is implemented. A

172 columns, of the original 2-D image pixel matrix is considered. For each

such 2-D image subset, consecutive squares of (2

2) pixels in the x-y plane are analyzed, and the

numbers of LSM, YSZ, and pore pixels in each such (2

2) pixel square are counted. The phase that has

the maximum number of pixels in the square is assigned as the final phase of that square in the simplified
image. For a tie between LSM and YSZ, or between YSZ and pores, the pixel is assigned a value of 127
(YSZ). For a tie between pores and LSM, the pixel is assigned a value of 255 (LSM). This simplification
scheme is validated by the volume fraction, surface area density, and three-phase boundary density
calculations reported in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. As there are only 3 phases, and consecutive (2

2) pixel

squares of 4 pixels each are considered, a tie between all 3 phases is not possible. Each such (2

2) pixel

square in the original image corresponds to one pixel in the simplified image. Thus, in the simplified
image, the square pixels in the x-y plane have an edge length of 81.6 nm. The depth of the voxel in the zdirection is 53.3 nm. The simplified images are of size 86 pixels (width)

73 pixels (height). The

dimensions of each simplified cathode image are 7.02 μm (width) x 5.96 μm (height). The thickness (zdimension) of the simplified cathode model is 4.26 μm, so that the reconstructed volume of the simplified
cathode model is 178 μm3. The scheme preserves the overall x-y size of each 2-D subset and the z-depth
of the voxel, while leading to an increase in the x-y dimensions of each pixel. Due to the reduced number
of images (41 images) used in reconstructing the cathode, the z-dimension of the cathode model (4.26
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μm) is reduced compared to that of the original (12.85 μm). Thus the (2

2) simplification scheme leads

to a reduction in the reconstructed volume. However, as validated here in detail, the (2

2) scheme leads

to a reasonably good approximation of the original microstructure.
The next step in the model generation process is image stacking. A stack of all the 2-D (x-y plane) images
is created in the z-direction by using a cell array data structure to arrange the images consecutively. An
initially blank “buffer” plane (of the same size as each image) is then introduced between each pair of
consecutive images. This is necessary to achieve a simple “step” variation in material properties between
corresponding regions in two consecutive images. The gaps between consecutive images are filled by
assigning one 8-node linear brick element to each voxel. Consider the nth and (n+1)th images, and the
buffer plane between them. The voxel connecting a given pixel on the nth image with the corresponding
pixel location on the buffer plane is assigned to the element set corresponding to the value of the pixel on
the nth image. Similarly, the voxel connecting a given pixel on the (n+1)th image with the corresponding
pixel location on the buffer plane is assigned to the element set corresponding to the value of the pixel on
the (n+1)th image. Thus, the 3-D geometry of the cathode microstructure is reconstructed in the 3-D FE
cathode model, with a step variation in material regions between consecutive images. The volume
fractions of phases in each 3-D model are calculated by counting the number of voxels corresponding to
each phase (based on pixel value), and dividing by the total number of voxels in the model (Table 3-1).

5.96
μm

7.02 μm
4.26 μm
Figure 3-2 Free-body cuts of the three-dimensional reduced-size FE cathode model (50:50 LSM:YSZ)
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3.2.2. Derived model and validation
In order to study the effect of composition on the probability of failure of the cathode, a 3-D model
having volume fractions different than those of the original 50:50 LSM:YSZ model is derived from the
original images. The compositions of the models included in this study are given in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1 Original (50:50) and derived (30:70) LSM:YSZ compositions of cathode [5]
Model size and
wt. %
LSM:YSZ
Full, 50:50
Simplified,
50:50
Simplified,
30:70

Vf LSM
(%)A

Vf LSM
(%)L

Vf YSZ
(%)A

Vf YSZ
(%)L

Vf Pores
(%)A

Vf Pores
(%)L

22.93
24.16

22.94
22.94

24.62
26.89

25.29
25.29

52.45
48.95

51.77
51.77

16.24

14.12

39.83

36.80

43.93

49.08

Vf = phase volume fraction, A = values from algorithm, L = values from literature [5]
A heuristic scheme is developed to derive the 3-D cathode model of 30:70 LSM:YSZ composition from
the original 50:50 LSM:YSZ images. Boundary pixel modification is used to effect volume fraction
alterations. This algorithm involves the identification of pixels initially lying on two- or three-phase
boundaries in the original images, by comparison of pixel values with nearest in-plane neighbors.
Boundary pixels are identified as black pixels at corresponding locations in a new, initially empty cell
array (the “boundary array”), while interior pixels are identified as white pixels in this new boundary
array, which is of identical size as the original image stack. The locations of boundary pixels in the
original image array are picked out from the boundary array by identifying black pixels in it. The values
of pixels adjacent to boundary locations in the original image array are modified according to heuristic
rules derived by trial-and-error, until the desired volume fractions of each phase are obtained in the
corresponding 3-D model. The boundary pixel identification algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3-3.
The steps in the heuristic algorithm are illustrated in Figure 3-4, which shows how the algorithm operates
in a step-by-step manner on cathode images from the 50:50 model to derive the 30:70 model by changing
the relative proportions of pixels of different phases. The microstructural characteristics of the derived
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30:70 cathode model are validated by calculating three-phase boundary (TPB) density and phase surface
area densities from the stack of 2-D images, and comparing these values with data available in the
literature (Tables 3-2 and 3-3). The TPB density and surface area density calculation algorithms are first
validated by calculating the TPB and surface area densities for the full-size 50:50 cathode model, for
which data are already available in the literature [5, 20]. TPB length is calculated from the 2-D image
stack using the boundary array described above, by identifying three-phase boundary points through pixel
value comparison with nearest neighbors. TPB density (μm-2) is calculated by dividing the TPB length
(μm) by the total reconstructed volume of the corresponding model (μm3).
The phase surface area is calculated from the boundary array by counting the total number of surface
elements belonging to each phase. Finally, the surface area density (μm-1) of that phase is calculated by
dividing the total surface area of the phase (μm2) by the total reconstructed volume of the model (μm3).
Table 3-2 Full and simplified cathode models, LSM-YSZ [5, 20]
Model
(wt. %)
Full
(50:50)
Simplified
(50:50)
Simplified
(30:70)

TPB
densityA
(μm-2)
5.74

TPB
densityL
(μm-2)
7.35

LSM SA
densityA
(μm-1)
1.83

LSM SA
densityL
(μm-1)
1.80

YSZ SA
densityA
(μm-1)
3.08

YSZ SA
densityL
(μm-1)
3.00

Pore SA
densityA
(μm-1)
4.05

Pore SA
densityL
(μm-1)
3.90

4.94

7.35

1.29

1.80

2.07

3.00

2.89

3.90

7.48

6-9

1.15

1.30

2.86

4.39

2.82

4.70

SA = surface area, A = values from algorithm, L = values from literature [5, 20]
Table 3-3 Volumes of full and simplified cathode models
Model

Full
Simplified

X-Y pixel
resolution
(nm)
40.8
81.6

Z-spacing
between
images (nm)
53.3
53.3

Height
(pixels/μm)

Width
(pixels/μm)

147 / 6.00
73 / 5.96

217 / 8.85
86 / 7.02
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Number of
images
used
242
41

Volume of
model (μm3)
682
178

Start
A(R,C,N) = 3D array of N
2D images, each of size
RxC

B(R,C,N) = 3D array of N
2D blank planes, each of
size R x C

Initialize image counter:
z=1

Yes
z=
N+1?

No

For (r,c) = {(1,1),
(1,2), …, (R,C)}:
A(r,c,z) = all
nearest in-plane
neighbors?

Yes

A(r,c,z) = interior pixel:
B(r,c,z) = 255 (white
pixel)
No

A(r,c,z) = boundary pixel:
B(r,c,z) = 0 (black pixel)

Finish checking all
pixels of image z

Increment image counter:
z = z+1

Stop

Figure 3-3 Algorithm for boundary pixel detection
30

Cathode 5050

1st step

2nd step

3rd step (Cathode 3070)

Figure 3-4 Boundary pixel modification heuristic scheme
From Table 3-2, we can see that the TPB and surface area densities calculated by the algorithms for the
full and reduced 50:50 cathode models agree reasonably well with those reported in the literature. There
is similar agreement between calculated and reported surface area and TPB densities for the reduced
30:70 cathode model derived from the original images. The differences are probably due to the fact that
the TPB density calculation algorithm makes use of the 2-D images, while the values reported in [5] are
based on detailed analysis of the 3-D microstructure data set and on an analytical model [29]. It is worth
noting here that Vivet et al. [30] have reported TPB densities as high as 7.2 – 11.2 μm-2 for Ni-YSZ anode
cermet samples having NiO wt.% values varying from 45% to 61%, with sample volumes varying from
349.39 to 957.95 μm3. Moreover, Wilson et al. [5] have pointed out that TPB density may be higher for
cathodes than for anodes due to the finer cathode microstructures. Considering these data, the TPB and
surface area densities calculated for the simplified 50:50 and 30:70 cathode models may be considered
reasonable, given that the reconstructed volume for the simplified cathode is approximately 178 μm3
(Table 3-3).
3.3. Finite element thermal stress analysis
3.3.1. Study design
Finite element analyses of the cathode microstructure models are carried out to investigate thermal
stresses due to various temperature fields. The effects of varying phase volume fractions and temperaturedependent material properties on thermal stresses and probability of failure are investigated. The FE
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analyses are divided into different categories as explained in Table 3-4. In each case, the FE model is
subjected to fixed boundary conditions (i.e. all nodes on each of the six faces are allowed neither to
translate nor to rotate). The behavior of the model with increasing thermal loads is investigated by
subjecting the model to eight different spatially uniform temperature fields of magnitude 120⁰C, 220⁰C,
320⁰C, …, 820⁰C. In each analysis, the initial temperature is specified as 20⁰C (room temperature), so
that the model is subjected to eight different magnitudes of temperature change (ΔT = 100⁰C, 200⁰C,
300⁰C, …, 800⁰C).
Table 3-4 Finite element analyses of cathode
Case

LSM

YSZ

Temperaturedependence (LSM)

Temperatureindependent
Temperaturedependent

Linear elastic

Linear elastic

None

Linear elastic

Linear elastic

Young’s modulus

Temperaturedependence
(YSZ)
None
Young’s modulus,
CTE

3.3.2. Material Properties
Table 3-5 lists the room temperature material properties used for YSZ and LSM [3].
Table 3-5 Room temperature material properties used in FE analyses of cathode [3]
Material
YSZ
LSM

Young’s modulus
(GPa)
205
40

Poisson’s ratio

CTE (10-6 ⁰C-1)

0.30
0.25

10.40
11.40

Figure 3-5 shows the variation of the CTE of YSZ with temperature [16] and the variation of the Young’s
modulus of LSM and YSZ with temperature [12]. The CTE of LSM is assumed constant over the
temperature range considered. The room temperature value of the CTE of LSM (Table 3-5) is used in the
FE analyses.
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Figure 3-5 (left) Variation of CTE of YSZ with temperature [16]; (right) variation of Young’s modulus of
LSM and YSZ with temperature [12]
3.3.3. Stress analysis
The 3-D FE models of the cathode are shown in Figure 3-6. The models have approximately 260,000
elements and 400,000 nodes. Von Mises stress contour plots for the 50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ cathode are
shown, considering temperature-dependent material properties, in Figure 3-7. The stress values are in
units of N mm-2, i.e. MPa.

y
5.96 μm
z

7.02 μm

x

4.26 μm

Figure 3-6 Three-dimensional simplified FE models of 50:50 (left) and 30:70 (right) wt.% LSM:YSZ
cathode
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Figure 3-7 Von Mises stress contour plots (in MPa) for 50:50 LSM:YSZ cathode considering
temperature-dependent material properties: ∆T = 100⁰C (left), ∆T = 500⁰C (middle), ∆T = 800⁰C (right)
Figure 3-7 shows that as ΔT increases from 100⁰C to 800⁰C, the stresses in the cathode also increase.
Thermal stress is proportional to the CTE and ΔT, and the CTE of YSZ increases with temperature while
the CTE of LSM is assumed constant over the temperature range considered. Also, the stress contours
show that the stresses are greater near the pores due to stress concentration. Similar results are obtained
for the case with temperature-independent material properties. The cathode model with 30:70 LSM:YSZ
composition shows similar behavior in both cases. The effects of temperature-independent versus
temperature-dependent material properties on the principal tensile stresses induced in the cathode are
discussed in conjunction with probability of failure estimation, where the effects of varying phase
compositions on thermal stresses and probability of failure are also discussed.
3.4. Estimation of probability of failure using the Weibull method
Ceramic materials exhibit brittle behavior under tensile stress. Also, unlike metals, they show wide
variability in tensile strength values and follow a statistical strength distribution. Thus, the Weibull
method of analysis [14, 21] is used to calculate the probability of failure of the SOFC cathode. According
to the Weibull method, the survival probability of a particular component j under the action of a tensile
stress σ is given by [14]:
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Here j = cathode, Vj is the volume of component j, V0 is a characteristic specimen volume (reference
volume) for the material of component j, σ0 is the characteristic strength of the material of component j,
and m is the Weibull modulus of the material. The characteristic strength σ0 is also the scale parameter for
the distribution, while the Weibull modulus m is the shape parameter. The reference volume V0 is related
to the characteristic strength σ0 of the material. In this study, the Weibull method is modified to account
for the fact that the cathode material is a composite made up of two different components (LSM and
YSZ). The Weibull parameters used for the ceramic materials (LSM and YSZ) are shown in Table 3-6
[14]. Room temperature values of the Weibull parameters are used in this study.
Table 3-6 Weibull parameters for cathode ceramic materials: room temperature values [14]
Material

Weibull modulus, m

LSM
YSZ

7.0
7.0

Characteristic strength,
σ0 (MPa)
52.0
446.0

Reference volume, V0
(mm3)
1.21
0.35

The results of each stress analysis case are post-processed by writing programs to extract the three
principal stress values from each ceramic element (LSM or YSZ) in the cathode models. These principal
stresses are then used to perform a Weibull analysis to determine the probability of failure of the cathode
at each ∆T value. Since the SOFC component materials are subjected to a multi-axial state of stress, the
total survival probability of each ceramic phase of the cathode under the action of the three principal
stresses (σ1, σ2, and σ3) is calculated. The principal stresses are assumed to act independently, and the total
survival probability is calculated as the product of the survival probabilities under the action of each
individual principal stress [14]:
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Here, j = LSM or YSZ for the cathode, and i = 1, 2, and 3. Only tensile values of the three principal
stresses are used in the Weibull analysis. The probability of failure of each phase is then calculated as
follows [3]:
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3.4.1. Probability of failure analyses
Since the cathode is composed of two different ceramic materials (LSM-YSZ), the probability of failure
of the cathode is calculated by extracting positive (tensile) values of the three principal stresses from each
element in the LSM and YSZ element sets of the cathode FE model, and subjecting these to Weibull
analyses. This results in two different probability of failure values (one each for the LSM and YSZ phases
of the cathode), which are combined into a single probability of failure value for the cathode by assuming
that the cathode fails when either phase fails or when both phases fail simultaneously. The probability that
both phases fail simultaneously is calculated by assuming that the failures of the two phases are
independent events, and hence the probability of simultaneous failure of the two phases is the product of
the probabilities of failure of LSM and YSZ:
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The probability of failure (Pf) values for the LSM and YSZ phases of each cathode model are calculated
and combined, as described above, at each ΔT value (100⁰C, 200⁰C, …, 800⁰C) for both the cases
described in Table 3-4 (temperature-independent material properties and temperature-dependent material
properties). These values are plotted in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8 Probability of failure of cathode models
The Pf plots for both cathode models show that the probability of failure of the cathode increases with
increasing ∆T values (and hence increasing stresses), for both temperature-independent and temperaturedependent material properties, as expected. These values may be verified against the cathode Pf values
reported by Anandakumar et al. [3]. They have investigated the probability of failure of functionally
graded SOFCs subjected to spatially uniform thermal loading. Although the microstructures of the SOFC
electrodes have not been considered in [3], the Pf values reported in that work have been calculated using
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the Weibull method, with the same Weibull parameter values as used in the present study. Anandakumar
et al. [3] have reported (cf. Figure 16 in their paper) Pf values varying in average from 10-12 to 10-5 for
graded and layered LSM cathodes. The cathode Pf values in the present study vary between 2.5 x 10-11
and 4.5 x 10-4, which is in good agreement with those reported in [3].
3.4.1.1. Effects of temperature-dependent material properties
As seen from Figure 3-8, higher Pf values are obtained when temperature-independent material properties
(indicated by the solid lines) are considered, for both cathode models. A physical explanation for this
observation is suggested by the temperature variation of the Young’s modulus of YSZ. For YSZ, E
decreases from a value of 205 GPa at T = 20⁰C to a value of 147.5 GPa at 800⁰C, as shown in Figure 3-5.
On the other hand, when temperature-independent material properties are considered, the Young’s
modulus of YSZ has a constant value of 205 GPa. This large decrease in the Young’s modulus of YSZ
with increasing temperature leads to lower stresses in the cathode with temperature-dependent material
properties than with temperature-independent material properties. This in turn leads to lower Pf values
with temperature-dependent material properties than with temperature-independent material properties.
This is confirmed by the MPTS plot for the 50:50 cathode model shown in Figure 3-9, which compares
the maximum principal tensile stress induced in the YSZ and LSM phases of the model for temperatureindependent and temperature-dependent material properties.
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Figure 3-9 Maximum principal tensile stress in LSM and YSZ phases of 50:50 LSM:YSZ cathode model
Figure 3-9 shows that the MPTS induced in the LSM phase for temperature-dependent material properties
is lower than the MPTS induced in the LSM phase for temperature-independent material properties over
the entire temperature range. Similarly, the MPTS induced in the YSZ phase for temperature-dependent
material properties is lower than the MPTS induced in the YSZ phase for temperature-independent
material properties over the entire temperature range. This implies that the cathode Pf values, which are
calculated on the basis of the tensile principal stresses in the LSM and YSZ phases, will be lower with
temperature-dependent material properties than with temperature-independent material properties.
3.4.1.2. Effects of variation of phase volume fractions
Figure 3-8 shows the Pf values for the two cathode models for temperature-independent and temperaturedependent material properties. For temperature-independent material properties, the 30:70 LSM:YSZ
cathode model exhibits lower Pf values than the 50:50 LSM:YSZ model over the entire temperature
range. This may be due to greater stress concentration effects in the 50:50 LSM:YSZ cathode model,
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given its higher pore volume fraction (48.95%) compared with the 30:70 LSM:YSZ cathode model
(43.93%). Figure 3-8 also shows that when temperature-dependent material properties are considered, the
volume fraction of YSZ plays a significant role in determining the Pf values, since the Young’s modulus
of YSZ undergoes a large decrease with increasing temperature. Based on the previous discussion, we
may anticipate that lower stresses will be induced in the 30:70 model, since it has a higher volume
fraction of YSZ than the 50:50 model. These results are indeed observed in Figure 3-8. The 30:70
LSM:YSZ model shows lower Pf values than the 50:50 model, for temperature-dependent material
properties, in Figure 3-8.
3.5. Conclusion
This chapter addresses finite element thermal stress analysis of microstructure-based SOFC cathode
models. It investigates the effects of temperature-dependent material properties and varying phase volume
fractions of cathode materials on the behavior of the cathode microstructure model under thermal loads.
In this chapter, an approximate heuristic volume fraction modification scheme is developed, based on
boundary pixel modification of original 50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ microstructure images. The scheme is
used to derive a cathode microstructure of 30:70 wt. % LSM:YSZ composition. Construction of derived
microstructures using such heuristic schemes may provide a simplified, approximate approach for
investigating the effects of phase compositions on the mechanics of electrode structures, and is not
intended to replace more rigorous approaches such as the random packing model. The critical findings are
summarized as follows. First, consideration of temperature-independent material properties of the SOFC
cathode materials results in higher probability of failure values than those obtained with temperaturedependent material properties. Second, with both temperature-independent and temperature-dependent
material properties, the 30:70 LSM:YSZ cathode model is found to have lower probability of failure. For
temperature-independent material properties, this is probably due to the lower pore volume fraction (i.e.
lower stress concentration effects) in the 30:70 model. For temperature-dependent material properties, this
is due to the decrease in the Young’s modulus of YSZ with increasing temperature. The cathode
probability of failure (Pf) values in the present study vary between 2.5 x 10-11 and 4.5 x 10-4, which is in
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good agreement with those reported in [3] varying in average from 10-12 to 10-5 for graded and layered
LSM cathodes. The present work does not consider the effects of residual stresses, which can be an
interesting topic for future work.
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Chapter 4
Finite Element Thermal Fatigue Analysis of SOFC Electrode Microstructures: Effects of
Progressive Interface Degradation under Repeated Thermal Loading
4.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the effect of interface degradation under repeated thermal loading on the mechanical
integrity and electrochemical performance of SOFC electrodes is studied through finite element
simulations. Image-based 3-D models similar to those described in Chapters 2 and 3 are used in this
study, with additional interface zones at the boundaries between dissimilar solid phases. These interface
zones are composed of 3-D cohesive elements of small thickness. The effect of interface degradation on
mechanical integrity is studied by subjecting 50:50 LSM:YSZ wt. % cathode models to increasing levels
of thermal load from room temperature (20 ⁰C) up to operating temperature (820 ⁰C). Energy quantities
(e.g. strain energy and damage dissipation) for cathode models with and without cohesive interface zones
are obtained through FEA. These quantities are compared using energy balance concepts from fracture
mechanics to gain insight into the effects of interface degradation on mechanical integrity.
The electrochemical performance of SOFCs is significantly influenced by three-phase boundary (TPB)
zones in the microstructure. TPB zones are locations where all three phases comprising the microstructure
- the two solid phases and the pore phase - are present. Electrochemical reactions such as oxygen
reduction occur near TPBs, and TPB density is believed to affect the polarization resistance of the
cathode [5, 20]. In this phase of the study, it is hypothesized that degradation of weak interfaces under
thermal cycling has an adverse effect on TPB zones in the microstructure of the SOFC, leading to a
reduction in electrochemical performance over time. Anode (50:50 NiO:YSZ wt. %) and cathode (50:50
LSM:YSZ wt. %) models are used in this part of the study. Interface degradation under thermal cycling is
implemented in the FE electrode models through a simplified scheme. The scheme consists of five
successive monotonic, steady-state heating operations from room temperature (20 ⁰C) up to operating
temperature (820 ⁰C), combined with interface strength and fracture energy degradation in each heating
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operation. Each thermal loading operation represents the heating phase of a normalized thermal cycle,
where one normalized cycle represents 1000 actual thermal cycles. SOFCs have been known to perform
with great reliability, showing no reduction in performance, for more than two years at a stretch [1]. Thus,
it may be reasonable to assume that one normalized heating cycle in this study represents 1000 actual
thermal cycles in the operating life of the cell. The interface degradation scheme is explained in detail
later in this chapter.
4.2. Cohesive zone model
An interface damage initiation and evolution model is implemented in the three-dimensional (3-D) finite
element (FE) SOFC electrode microstructures. The thin interface zones between dissimilar solid phases
consist of 3-D cohesive elements available in ABAQUS v6.11 [31]. The 3-D cohesive elements, which
are of negligible thickness compared with the neighboring solid elements, are used to simulate debonding
between different solid phases at their interface. The 3-D cohesive elements are inserted between 8-node
3-D linear brick elements belonging to dissimilar solid phases, as shown below in Figure 4-1. Based on
the in-plane (x-y) dimensions of the solid elements in the anode (14.0 nm) and cathode (40.8 nm), the
thickness of the thin interface cohesive elements is chosen as 1 nm. Interfacial (fracture) energy is used as
a reference value for bond strength between Ni and YSZ (anode), and between LSM and YSZ (cathode).
Perfect bonding is assumed between elements belonging to the same solid phase. An algorithm based on
the boundary pixel identification scheme (see Figure 3-3) is used to identify elements lying on solid phase
boundaries.
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3-D, 8-node solid
elements belonging
to dissimilar phases

Vertical (y-z plane) cohesive interface zone
element with negligible thickness in xdirection

y

Ni

YSZ
x
z

Horizontal (x-z plane) cohesive interface zone elements with
negligible thickness in y-direction
Figure 4-1 Cohesive elements in the interface zone between solid elements of different phases

4.2.1. Traction-separation behavior of cohesive elements
The behavior of the interface cohesive zone elements is described using a traction-separation relation.
Such a cohesive zone model (CZM) describes local material separation behavior by relating tractions (t)
on the interface surfaces to material separation (δ). The CZM simulates progressive damage in the
cohesive zone. The CZM, which is used to model imperfect bonding in highly porous electrodes of
SOFCs, is illustrated in Figure 4-2.

t/t0
Ni
Ni

Pores

Cohesive zone

t

δ

YSZ
YSZ

δ/δ0
Figure 4-2 Cohesive zone concept: (left) cohesive zone; (center) traction and separation in the cohesive
zone; (right) idealized traction-separation curve.
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In three dimensions, the traction-separation model for cohesive elements consists of three deformation
modes: one normal mode and two in-plane shear modes [31]. In the normal mode, the deformation is
purely in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the interface. In the two in-plane shear modes, the
deformation is parallel to the plane of the interface. Thus, for 3-D cohesive elements, the traction vector
(t) has three components: one normal component (i.e. perpendicular to the plane of the interface), tn, and
two in-plane shear components, ts and tt, parallel to the plane of the interface. The separation vector (δ)
has three corresponding components, δn, δs, and δt. The nominal strain components can then be written as
follows [31]:

Here, T0 is the initial thickness of the interface. If we set T0 = 1, the nominal strain components become
numerically equal to the corresponding separation components. This re-scaling can be achieved by
defining the interface stiffness (Ki) as follows [31]:

Ei is the Young’s modulus of the interface material and T0 is the initial thickness of the interface. In this
study, the weak interfaces between dissimilar solid phases are modeled using cohesive elements with
linear elastic traction-separation behavior up to damage initiation, followed by linear stiffness degradation
to simulate damage evolution, as shown in Figure 4-3. A linear stiffness degradation model has been used
by Xiao et al. [32] to study the fracture behavior of ultra-high strength concrete. Thus, the linear damage
evolution model may be appropriate for describing the degradation of SOFC electrode interfaces between
dissimilar solid (ceramic) phases that exhibit brittle behavior. The normal and in-plane modes of the
traction-separation model used in this study are assumed to be uncoupled. The uncoupled linear elastic
constitutive behavior of the cohesive elements can be expressed as follows, in terms of tractions t and
separations δ (which are numerically equal to strains ε) [31]:
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The uncoupled behavior of the cohesive elements is indicated by the fact that all off-diagonal terms are
zero in the interface stiffness (Ki) matrix in the constitutive traction-separation (t-δ) relation given above.
Figure 4-3 is a schematic representation of the traction-separation curve for LSM/YSZ interface cohesive
elements used in this study. In Figure 4-3,
cohesive element. Similarly,

is the critical separation at which damage is initiated in the

is the final separation at ultimate failure of the cohesive element.

N

Figure 4-3 Schematic diagram of traction-separation curve for an interface
Based on the approach adopted by Nguyen et al. [33], a quadratic stress interaction equation is used to
describe the damage initiation condition [31]:
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)
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Here,

denote the maximum nominal stress when the deformation is either purely in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of the interface or in one of the two orthogonal directions lying in the plane of
the interface. The Macaulay brackets < > enclosing tn indicate that only tensile normal stress causes
damage initiation in the cohesive elements. Purely compressive normal stress causes no damage in the
cohesive layer [31]. This equation is used to describe the damage initiation criterion for the interface,
accounting for the interaction between the normal (tensile) and in-plane (shear) stresses. Due to lack of
detailed experimental data on the strength and stiffness properties of the NiO/YSZ and LSM/YSZ
interfaces, the approach used by Nguyen et al. [33] is adopted for the cathode: the normal tensile strength
and in-plane shear strengths of the LSM/YSZ interface are all assumed to be equal to the Weibull strength
of the weaker phase (LSM), i.e. 52 MPa [9]. The stiffness of the LSM/YSZ interface is assumed to be
characterized by the Young’s modulus of LSM (40 GPa) [12]. Stiffness degradation does not occur for
the cohesive elements under pure normal compressive stress.
The definitions of damage evolution used in this study are based on the fracture energies of the Ni/YSZ
interface (anode) and the LSM/YSZ interface (cathode). The fracture energy (per unit interface area) is
the area under the traction-separation curve for the interface. The critical energy release rate (Gi) for the
LSM/YSZ interface is taken as 7.80 J m-2 [15]. Based on numerical simulation results reported in the
literature [15], the interface is assumed to fail in pure Mode I (normal mode) loading conditions. This
leads to a mode-mix ratio ψ = 0º, based on traction components. The Young’s modulus and original
thickness of the LSM/YSZ interface are used to calculate its normalized stiffness Ki (40 x 109 N mm-3).
The stiffness Ki and interface strength are used to calculate the critical separation

(0.0013 nm). The

area under the traction-separation curve is equal to the fracture energy per unit interface area, 7.80 J m-2.
This is used to calculate the final separation at ultimate failure,

(0.3 μm).

For the anode, the normal tensile strength and in-plane shear strengths of the Ni/YSZ interface are all
taken equal to the Weibull strength of NiO/YSZ reported in the literature (187 MPa) [9], due to lack of
experimental data on the Ni/YSZ interface. The stiffness of the Ni/YSZ interface is assumed to be
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characterized by the Young’s modulus of YSZ (205 GPa) [12]. The critical energy release rate Gi for the
Ni/YSZ interface (28.10 J m-2) is calculated as the area under its traction-separation curve, using the
interface strength (187 MPa) and assuming that the final separation at failure

is the same as that for the

LSM/YSZ interface. The stiffness Ki of the Ni/YSZ interface is then calculated from the assumed
Young’s modulus and original thickness of the cohesive layer, and Ki is used to calculate

, as explained

earlier. The Ni/YSZ interface also is assumed to fail in pure Mode I loading conditions. This again leads
to a mode-mix ratio ψ = 0º, based on traction components.
4.2.2. Interface degradation scheme
Degradation of the interface and TPB zones between dissimilar solid phases under repeated thermal
cycling may be one of the major reasons for degradation of SOFC performance over time. In this study,
interface degradation with thermal cycling is simulated using a simplified scheme. Only the heating phase
of the thermal cycle is simulated. Steady-state conditions are assumed and transient effects are neglected.
The models are subjected to five successive steady-state heating operations. Each analysis utilizes a
spatially uniform temperature field to simulate steady-state heating of the model from room temperature
(20 ⁰C) up to operating temperature (820 ºC). Progressive interface degradation is simulated by
decreasing the stress at which damage begins in the cohesive interface layers in each successive analysis.
The critical and final separations for the cohesive elements are assumed to remain unchanged over the
five heating cycles, leading to a progressive reduction of both interface stiffness and critical energy
release rate, as shown schematically in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4 Schematic diagram of interface degradation model
Critical energy release rate (i.e. fracture energy per unit interface area) is a measure of the resistance of
the interface material to damage [34], while stiffness is indicative of the amount of damage (i.e. stiffness
decreases as damage progresses) [34]. Therefore, both stiffness and fracture energy are assumed to
progressively decrease with thermal cycling. Thus, this scheme implements interface degradation in a
simplified manner. Mechanical degradation of the interface is considered, without considering interface
degradation due to electrochemical or redox processes. The above scheme is only a first approximation to
the complex degradation processes that occur at the actual interfaces in a real SOFC electrode.
Multiphysics simulations considering both mechanical and electrochemical degradation processes may be
an interesting topic for future research.
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4.3. Study design
In the first part of this study, two sets of electrode microstructure models are generated. One set has
perfect bonding throughout the entire model, and the other has cohesive zones between dissimilar solid
phases. Image-based 3-D models similar to those described in previous chapters are used here, with one
important difference. The models used in Chapter 3 are derived through image simplification by
analyzing (2

2) pixel squares in the original images. This scheme increases the effective pixel size, but

preserves both the overall size of the image and the depth of the voxel, leading to a decrease in the
reconstructed volume due to the use of a limited number of images. However, this scheme leads to a
reasonably good approximation of the original microstructure, as validated in Chapter 3. In the present
study, a similar approach is used to simplify the model. An algorithm is devised to analyze consecutive
pixel squares of (n

n) pixels in each original image. For each such square, the number of pixels

belonging to each phase is counted. The phase that contributes the maximum number of pixels to the n
n pixel square is assigned as the final phase of the single pixel at that location in the simplified image.
Additionally, in the present approach, preservation of the original volume of the electrode model in the
simplified version is implemented by causing an increase in both effective pixel size and effective voxel
depth. The volumes of the simplified models used here are 112.18 μm3 for the anode and 670.35 μm3 for
the cathode. The cathode volume may be compared against the sampled volume of 178 μm3 for the
simplified cathode model described in Chapter 3. The values of n used in this study are as follows: for the
cathode, n = 6, and for the anode, n = 10. These levels of simplification are necessary to achieve
reasonable computational time for each FE analysis (8-10 hours for cathode and 15-20 hours for anode).
A detailed validation study for this new approach based on volume fractions, phase surface area densities,
and TPB densities may be an interesting topic for future research. In the present study, the plausibility of
this new approach is demonstrated by showing that TPB density values obtained for anode and cathode
models lie within physically reasonable limits of experimentally determined ranges for these values.
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Increasing levels of thermal load are applied through spatially uniform temperature fields of magnitude
120 ⁰C, 220 ⁰ C,…, 820 ⁰C, to simulate steady-state heating from room temperature (20 ⁰C) up to
operating temperature. Energy quantities (e.g. strain energy and damage dissipation) are calculated from
FEA for each ΔT = 100 ⁰C, 200 ⁰C,…, 800 ⁰C. The energy quantities for models with and without
cohesive zones are compared to gain insight into the effect of weak interface zones between dissimilar
solid phases on the mechanical integrity of the cathode. Energy concepts from fracture mechanics are
used to interpret the results obtained. This procedure is performed using the cathode microstructure
model, considering the original composition (50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ).
In the second part of the study, three-phase boundary (TPB) evolution under repeated, steady-state,
monotonic thermal loads is studied using 50:50 wt. % electrode microstructure models. Electrode models
with cohesive interface zones are subjected to five successive monotonic, steady-state, heating operations
from room temperature up to operating temperature (ΔT = +800 ⁰C) using a spatially uniform temperature
field. During each successive analysis, the strength of the cohesive interface between dissimilar solid
phases is decreased to simulate the effect of interface degradation under thermal cycling. Progressive
interface degradation under thermal cycling is implemented using the simplified scheme explained earlier
in this chapter. The strains induced in the cohesive layers are calculated using FEA and are used to
quantify TPB zone damage using a strain-based criterion, i.e. separation in the cohesive layers, as
explained later.
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4.4. Analysis, results, and discussion: energy quantities
4.4.1. Analysis procedure
Cohesive elements give rise to numerical convergence and stability issues that are well-documented in the
technical literature, e.g. [31]. Unstable behavior of cohesive elements due to negative stiffness (i.e.
softening) in the damage evolution phase causes local instability in the electrode models used in this
study. The local stabilization algorithm available in Abaqus v6.11 [31] is used along with viscous
regularization [31] for the cohesive elements to address convergence and stability issues. Small values of
the viscosity parameter (μ = 0.001 – 0.01) are used to ensure that the energy quantities dissipated in
regularization and stabilization are small compared with the strain energy in the model. Fixed boundary
conditions (BCs) are prescribed by fixing all degrees of freedom (DOFs) at each node on each face of the
models. The 3-D cathode model with cohesive zones is subjected to steady-state temperature change from
room temperature (20 ºC) up to operating temperature. Spatially uniform temperature fields of increasing
magnitude (120 ºC, 220 ºC,…, 820 ºC) are used to apply increasing levels of thermal load (ΔT = 100 ºC,
200 ºC,…, 800 ºC). Similar analyses are performed for the 3-D cathode model without cohesive zones.
Energy quantities (e.g. strain energy and damage dissipation) are computed from each FE analysis.
4.4.2. Results
The cathode microstructure model (with cohesive elements) used in this phase of the study is shown in
Figure 4-5. Figure 4-5 also shows the horizontal and vertical interface zones between dissimilar solid
phases that are composed of cohesive elements. The vertical interface zone cohesive elements are shown
using the anode microstructure model utilized in the second phase of this study involving repeated
thermal loading. The concept of horizontal and vertical interface zones implemented in the FE models
used in this study is further illustrated through the schematic diagram shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-5 (left) Cathode model with horizontal interface zones; (right) anode model with vertical
interface zones
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Figure 4-6 Schematic diagram of horizontal and vertical interface zone concepts
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Figure 4-7 is a graphical plot showing a comparison of energy quantities obtained from the FE analyses of
cathode models with and without cohesive interface zones. The energy quantities are plotted as functions
of temperature in Figure 4-7, which shows a comparison between the strain energies of the cohesive
model and the non-cohesive model. The energy dissipated due to damage (i.e. the damage dissipation) in
the interface zones of the cohesive cathode model is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 4-8.

Figure 4-7 Strain energy in cathode models with and without cohesive interface zones
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Figure 4-8 Damage dissipation in cathode model with cohesive zones
4.4.3. Discussion
It is observed from Figure 4-7 that the strain energy of the cohesive and non-cohesive cathode models
increases with increasing temperature, as expected from the larger thermal stresses induced at higher
temperatures, with fixed boundary conditions. Similarly, from Figure 4-8, it is seen that the energy
dissipated due to interfacial damage in the cohesive model also increases with increasing temperature,
since more damage occurs at higher temperatures. A significant feature of Figure 4-7 is that the strain
energy of the non-cohesive model is slightly higher than that of the cohesive model at all temperatures.
The strain energy and damage dissipation for all ΔT values are given in Table 4-1. Table 4-1 also
compares the strain energy values for the cohesive model and non-cohesive model. At a given
temperature, the strain energy of the cohesive model is lower than that of the non-cohesive model, due to
damage dissipation in the interface zones of the cohesive model.
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Table 4-1 Cathode model: strain energy and damage dissipation data (CZM = cohesive zone model)
ΔT (ºC)

Strain energy, CZM
(10-8 N-mm)

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

2.851
11.41
25.07
44.54
70.55
105.4
150.5
205.4

Damage
dissipation, CZM
(10-8 N-mm)
0.0016
0.0121
0.0287
0.0478
0.0678
0.0909
0.1171
0.1446

Strain energy, non-CZM
(10-8 N-mm)
2.856
11.46
25.18
44.76
70.92
106.0
151.4
206.6

The physical explanation of the above observations is as follows. From the first law of thermodynamics
and the Griffith energy balance statement for fracture (i.e. damage), we know that a damage process (e.g.
cracking) can occur in a system only if this process causes the total energy of the system to either
decrease or remain constant [35]. The limiting condition is attained when damage occurs at equilibrium
conditions, with the total energy remaining constant [35]:

Here,
E = total energy of the system,
Π = potential energy of the system = U – F,
U = strain energy of the system,
F = work done by external forces,
Ws = work required for creating new surfaces,
A = damage variable (e.g. crack length)
In the cathode models analyzed, fixed boundary conditions are prescribed. This means that all
translational and rotational DOFs at each node on each face of the model are set to zero. Thus, this model
can be regarded as a displacement controlled model [35], with the displacement of the faces fixed at zero.
For a displacement controlled system, we know that the external work is zero (F = 0) [35]. This is
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confirmed by the numerical values of the external work obtained from FEA, which are on the order of
10-40. Thus, for a displacement controlled system, Π = U. Finally, from Irwin’s energy release rate
analysis [35], we know that for displacement control the strain energy of the system decreases as damage
(e.g. cracking) occurs. This explains the lower strain energy of the cohesive model as compared to the
non-cohesive model at a given temperature.
4.5. Analysis, results, and discussion: three-phase boundary (TPB) evolution
4.5.1. Analysis procedure
The main objective of this phase of the study is to approximately simulate the effects of thermal cycling
on electrode integrity and performance using monotonic, steady-state, thermal loads coupled with an
interface strength degradation scheme. In order to achieve this objective, the electrode models (cathode:
50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ, anode: 50:50 wt. % NiO:YSZ) with cohesive zones are subjected to five
successive analyses. Each analysis represents the heating phase of a normalized thermal cycle, with one
normalized cycle being taken equal to 1000 cycles. Only the heating phase of the thermal cycle is
simulated in each analysis. Steady-state conditions are assumed and transient effects are neglected.
Starting from a uniform initial room temperature of 20 ºC, the models are subjected to steady-state
temperature change up to an operating temperature of 820 ºC using a spatially uniform temperature field.
During each successive analysis, progressive interface degradation is simulated by decreasing the
interface strength and fracture energy of the cohesive layers, as explained in subsection 4.2.2. Two
separate interface strength degradation schemes are studied. In the first scheme (Scheme 1), the initial
interface strength is assumed to decrease by 5 MPa in each successive cycle. In the second scheme
(Scheme 2), the interface strength is assumed to decrease by 10 MPa in each successive cycle. The
constitutive thickness of each cohesive element is set equal to 1.0, so that the nominal strain components
(ε) calculated using FE analysis are numerically equal to the respective separation components (δ).
Figure 4-9 shows the interface strength reduction schemes employed to study TPB evolution in the
cathode under repeated thermal loading. Figure 4-9 illustrates both Scheme 1 (Δ
where

= interface strength) and Scheme 2 (Δ

= -10 MPa per cycle).
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= -5 MPa per cycle,

Figure 4-9 Interface strength evolution schemes: LSM/YSZ interface
The numerical values of interface strength and fracture energy used in Scheme 1 (Δ
cycle) and Scheme 2 (Δ

= -5 MPa per

= -10 MPa per cycle) are given in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 below.

Table 4-2 Anode model: interface strength and fracture energy data
Normalized
cycles (x 103)
1
2
3
4
5

Interface
strength, MPa
(Scheme 1)
187
182
177
172
167

Interface
strength, MPa
(Scheme 2)
187
177
167
157
147

Interface fracture
energy, J m-2
(Scheme 1)
28.10
27.30
26.60
25.80
25.10

Interface fracture
energy, J m-2
(Scheme 2)
28.10
26.60
25.10
23.60
22.10

Table 4-3 Cathode model: interface strength and fracture energy data
Normalized
cycles (x 103)
1
2
3
4
5

Interface
strength, MPa
(Scheme 1)
52
47
42
37
32

Interface
strength, MPa
(Scheme 2)
52
42
32
22
12
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Interface fracture
energy, J m-2
(Scheme 1)
7.80
7.05
6.30
5.55
4.80

Interface fracture
energy, J m-2
(Scheme 2)
7.80
6.30
4.80
3.30
1.80

Pitakthapanaphong and Busso [15] have performed numerical simulations to determine the critical energy
release rates (Gi) for several material interfaces encountered in SOFC systems. Numerically, these values
vary from 7.80 J m-2 for LSM/YSZ interface to 38.70 J m-2 for LSM-LSCoO interface. From these data, it
can be concluded that the interface fracture energy values used in this study (Tables 4-2 and 4-3) are
physically reasonable.
Cathode and anode models with fixed boundary conditions (BCs) are used in this study. The models are
subjected to repeated, monotonic, steady-state heating as explained above, and the thermal stresses and
strains are calculated through FEA. The strains induced in each cohesive element are written to the output
data file associated with each analysis, along with strain energy and damage dissipation values. The
strains are used to calculate the evolution of three-phase boundaries (TPBs) with thermal cycling, as
explained in the next subsection. The energy quantities are used to study the mechanical degradation of
the overall model, as explained in section 4.4.
4.5.1.1 Algorithm for calculating TPB evolution
The TPB length at each temperature is calculated as follows. First, an electrode model without cohesive
zones is created by image stacking (using a cell array data structure in MATLAB® [25]). The original 2D images used to reconstruct the 3-D microstructure are stored as pixel value arrays in the cell array. In
each 2-D image, boundary pixels are identified by pixel value comparison of each pixel with its 8
adjacent in-plane neighbors. Boundary pixels are stored as black pixels (pixel value = 0) at corresponding
locations in an initially empty “boundary point” cell array of identical size as the image cell array. Interior
(i.e. non-boundary) locations are stored as white pixels at corresponding locations in the boundary point
cell array. Using the boundary point cell array, locations of boundary pixels in the image array are
identified as black pixels in the boundary point array, and the pixel value of the boundary pixel at the
corresponding location in the image array is checked. The pixel values of the 8 pixels adjacent to that
boundary pixel are also checked to test whether all 3 phases are present at that boundary location. If so,
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the location is stored as a three-phase boundary (TPB) point (black pixel) in another initially empty
“TPB” cell array. All other non-TPB locations are stored as white pixels in the TPB array. After TPB
locations have been identified, the total number of TPB points is counted, and multiplied by the z-distance
between images, to obtain the total undamaged TPB length (μm) in the electrode models. The total
undamaged TPB length (μm) is divided by the volume (μm3) of the 3-D electrode model to obtain the
TPB density (μm-2) in the model.
For the cohesive models, the following scheme is used to determine the TPB length and density. From the
TPB locations identified previously, the element numbers of the cohesive elements present at each TPB
location are calculated and written to a text file. The data files obtained from the FE analyses of the
cohesive models are used to extract the normal and in-plane strain components for each cohesive element.
The strain components for each TPB cohesive element are then checked to determine whether the normal
strain component is greater than zero (i.e. δn > 0). If δn > 0, then the TPB element is assumed to have
failed, since the TPB length contributed by that element is lost. Figure 4-10 illustrates the undeformed
and deformed states of such a failed TPB cohesive element in a horizontal interface zone between LSM
and YSZ.
δn = 0 (initial state)

δn > 0 (final state, failure)

Horizontal interface zone
Figure 4-10 Undeformed (left) and deformed (right) states of a failed cohesive element in a horizontal
interface zone
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Each time such a failed TPB cohesive element is located, a TPB damage counter (initially set to zero) is
incremented by 1. The TPB loss in the model is quantified by calculating the total number of failed TPB
cohesive elements, and multiplying the total number of failed elements by the z-distance. The damaged
TPB length (μm) is calculated by subtracting the TPB loss from the undamaged TPB length. The
damaged TPB density (μm-2) is calculated by dividing the damaged TPB length (μm) by the volume
(μm3) of the 3-D electrode model.
Damage accumulation over 5 normalized cycles is calculated by determining the failed TPB cohesive
elements in each cycle that had not failed in the previous cycle. The difference between the number of
failed TPB elements in the (n+1)th cycle and in the nth cycle is used to quantify the additional TPB loss in
each successive cycle, and the cumulative TPB loss over N such cycles is thus determined by
successively adding the new damage in each cycle to the cumulative total damage over the previous (N-1)
cycles. The model used in this study for evaluating cumulative TPB damage with thermal cycling may be
regarded as a simple model for calculating cumulative fatigue damage. A detailed mathematical model for
predicting the lifetime of planar SOFCs subjected to thermal cycling has been developed by Liu et al.
[36]. That model uses Paris’ law and crack nucleation concepts to derive expressions for damage
distribution in the interfacial layers of planar SOFCs under thermal cycling. It predicts that the number of
cycles required for failure will decrease with increase in electrolyte thickness and electrode porosity [36].
4.5.2. Results
4.5.2.1. Energy quantities
Figure 4-11 depicts the change in the strain energy content of the cathode with thermal cycling. The
figure shows that for both interface degradation schemes, the strain energy of the model progressively
decreases over 5 normalized thermal cycles. This is expected from the progressive mechanical
degradation of the interfaces within the model with thermal cycling.
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Figure 4-11 Strain energy evolution for cathode model with thermal cycling
Such progressive interface degradation leads to a cumulative dissipation of energy due to damage, and
hence to a progressive decrease in strain energy content of the model. This is further illustrated in Figure
4-12, which shows the cumulative damage dissipation with thermal cycling. As expected, Scheme 2
(Δ

per cycle) leads to lower strain energy content, and larger cumulative damage

dissipation, than Scheme 1 (Δ

per cycle).
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Figure 4-12 Damage dissipation in cathode model with thermal cycling
4.5.2.2. Three-phase boundary evolution
Figure 4-13 shows the evolution of the TPB density with thermal cycling for the anode and cathode
models considered in this study. This figure simultaneously compares the TPB density evolution for
cathode versus anode, and for Scheme 1 (Δ

= -5 MPa per cycle) versus Scheme 2 (Δ

= -10 MPa per

cycle). The numerical values of TPB length and TPB density for the anode and cathode models are
summarized in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 below.
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Figure 4-13 TPB density evolution with thermal cycling for electrode models
Table 4-4 Anode model: TPB length and TPB density evolution data
Normalized
cycles (x 103)
1
2
3
4
5

TPB length,
Scheme 1 (μm)
216.38
216.20
215.94
215.72
215.36

TPB length,
Scheme 2 (μm)
216.38
215.94
215.36
214.88
214.12

TPB density,
Scheme 1 (μm-2)
1.929
1.927
1.925
1.923
1.920

TPB density,
Scheme 2 (μm-2)
1.929
1.925
1.920
1.916
1.909

Table 4-5 Cathode model: TPB length and TPB density evolution data
Normalized
cycles (x 103)
1
2
3
4
5

TPB length,
Scheme 1 (μm)
1613.60
1593.40
1577.40
1554.40
1526.80

TPB length,
Scheme 2 (μm)
1613.60
1577.40
1526.80
1485.80
1433.30
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TPB density,
Scheme 1 (μm-2)
2.407
2.377
2.353
2.319
2.278

TPB density,
Scheme 2 (μm-2)
2.407
2.353
2.278
2.217
2.138

4.5.3. Discussion
Figure 4-13 shows that the TPB density of anode and cathode models decreases over the 5 successive
normalized thermal cycles (∆T = +800 ºC), as expected from the progressive degradation of the interface
with thermal cycling. As expected for both anode and cathode models, Scheme 2 (10 MPa degradation
per cycle) leads to a lower final TPB density than Scheme 1 (5 MPa degradation per cycle), after 5
normalized heating cycles. The TPB density of the cathode undergoes a larger reduction (5.36 % for
Scheme 1, 11.18 % for Scheme 2) than the TPB density of the anode (0.47 % for Scheme 1, 1.04 % for
Scheme 2). This is expected from the physical properties of the Ni/YSZ and LSM/YSZ interfaces. The
anode (Ni/YSZ) interface has higher strength (187 MPa) compared with the cathode (LSM/YSZ)
interface (52 MPa). The Ni/YSZ interface also has higher damage resistance (Gi = 28.10 J m-2) than the
LSM/YSZ interface (Gi = 7.80 J m-2). It may be noted from Figure 4-13 that the cathode has higher TPB
density than the anode. This fact has been experimentally observed by Wilson et al. [5] who point out that
TPB density may be higher for cathodes than for anodes due to the finer cathode microstructures. Wilson
et al. [20] have cited TPB density values lying in the range of 1.7 – 6.5 μm-2 for cathodes and have
reported cathode TPB density values in the range of 6 – 9 μm-2 [5]. For anodes, values ranging from 2.40
– 4.28 μm-2 have been reported [4, 19]. From these experimental data, it may be concluded that the TPB
density values obtained in this study for cathode (2.138 – 2.407 μm-2) and anode (1.909 – 1.929 μm-2) are
physically reasonable.
4.6. Conclusion
The effect of interface degradation under repeated thermal loading on mechanical integrity and
electrochemical performance of SOFC electrodes is simulated by implementing a simplified damage
scheme in anode and cathode FE models with cohesive interface zones. The cathode model is first
subjected to increasing levels of thermal load using spatially uniform temperature fields. Energy
quantities for models with and without cohesive interface zones are obtained through FEA. These
quantities are compared using energy balance concepts from fracture mechanics to gain insight into the
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effects of interface degradation on mechanical integrity. The effect of interface degradation with
increasing temperature on the mechanical integrity of a displacement controlled cathode microstructure
model is clearly seen as a reduction in strain energy of the model due to damage dissipation. The
evolution of three-phase boundary (TPB) zones in electrode microstructure models with thermal cycling
is studied by implementing an interface damage scheme that includes reduction of both interface strength
and fracture energy. It is found that TPB density decreases over a number of normalized heating cycles.
Degradation of the mechanical integrity of the cathode model under repeated thermal loading is also
observed, in the form of progressively decreasing strain energy content due to cumulative damage
dissipation with thermal cycling. These observations indicate that interface damage may be a major
mechanism responsible for SOFC performance degradation over time.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1. Concluding remarks
The five objectives of the research presented in this dissertation are identified in the introductory chapter
(Chapter 1).These objectives have provided a guideline for the work presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
Reconstruction of three-dimensional FE models of SOFC anode microstructures from stacks of twodimensional images of actual anode cross-sections is described in Chapter 2 (Objective 1). Finite element
thermal stress analysis of the models under spatially uniform temperature fields of increasing magnitude
is also described in Chapter 2, where the effects of temperature-dependent material properties and
plasticity are investigated (Objectives 2 and 3). Weibull analysis of thermal stresses is performed to
determine the probability of failure of the anode microstructure as a function of temperature. The Weibull
analyses show that the linear elastic material models underestimate the probability of failure of the anode
at high temperatures. Hence, it is important to consider the nonlinear behavior of the nickel phase of the
Ni-YSZ anode.
In Chapter 3, finite element thermal stress analyses of microstructure-based SOFC cathode models are
described. The effects of temperature-dependent material properties and varying phase volume fractions
of cathode materials on the behavior of the cathode microstructure under thermal loads are investigated
(Objective 4). An approximate heuristic volume fraction modification scheme is developed and validated.
This scheme is based on boundary pixel modification of original 50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ microstructure
images, and is used to derive a microstructure of 30:70 wt.% LSM:YSZ composition. Construction of
derived microstructures using such heuristic schemes may provide a simplified, approximate approach for
investigating the effects of phase compositions on the mechanics of electrode structures. The scheme is
approximate in nature and is not intended to replace more rigorous approaches such as the random
packing model. The important results are as follows. First, consideration of temperature-independent
material properties of the SOFC cathode materials results in higher probability of failure values than those
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obtained with temperature-dependent material properties. Second, limited variations in the volume
fractions of LSM and YSZ phases have limited effect on probability of failure of models with
temperature-independent material properties. However, higher pore volume fraction does lead to higher
probability of failure due to the stress concentration effect of pores. With temperature-dependent material
properties, the cathode model with higher volume fraction of YSZ is found to have lower stresses and
lower probability of failure, due to the decrease in the Young’s modulus of YSZ with increasing
temperature.
Chapter 4 describes the methods used to investigate the effects of interface degradation under repeated
thermal loading on the mechanical integrity and electrochemical performance of SOFC electrodes
(Objective 5). Cohesive interface zones between dissimilar solid phases are used to implement a
simplified damage model. The effect of interface degradation on mechanical integrity is studied by
subjecting 50:50 LSM:YSZ wt. % cathode models to increasing levels of thermal load from room
temperature up to operating temperature. Energy quantities obtained through FEA are analyzed using
energy balance concepts from fracture mechanics to gain insight into the effects of interface degradation
on mechanical integrity. The effect of interface degradation with increasing temperature on the
mechanical integrity of a displacement controlled model is clearly seen as a reduction in strain energy of
the model due to damage dissipation. Electrochemical performance degradation of SOFC with thermal
cycling due to reduction in three-phase boundary (TPB) density is also investigated in Chapter 4.
Interface degradation under repeated thermal loading is implemented in the FE electrode models through
a simplified scheme. TPB evolution due to progressive interface damage is evaluated in a simplified
manner, by considering only mechanical degradation of the interface due to repeated thermal loading.
Electrochemical and redox cycling are not considered in evaluating interfacial damage. It is found that
TPB density decreases over a number of normalized heating cycles, indicating that interface damage may
be a major mechanism responsible for SOFC performance degradation over time.
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5.2. Limitations of the study and suggestions for future work
The finite element analyses performed in this work are limited to steady-state phenomena. The effects of
transient loads on the mechanical integrity of electrode microstructure models may be an interesting topic
for future research. Residual stresses are not considered in the modeling performed in this work, due to
lack of such experimental data. It may be interesting to consider residual stresses in future modeling
efforts. Spatially uniform temperature fields are considered in this work. Spatially non-uniform
temperature fields could be considered in future work on SOFC modeling. Finally, the interface
degradation scheme used in this work considers only mechanical damage to the interface zones. Detailed
numerical simulations considering interfacial damage due to multiple mechanisms such as
electrochemical reactions, redox cycling, and thermal cycling, may be a very interesting topic for future
research.
The thermal stress and probability of failure analyses presented in Chapters 2 and 3 investigate the effects
of factors such as temperature-dependent material properties, elastic-plastic behavior, and phase volume
fractions on the integrity of the SOFC electrodes. The results presented in these chapters correlate
material and microstructure properties, as well as material behavior, with the probability of failure. More
specifically, the results presented in Chapter 3 correlate properties of the microstructure, e.g. pore and
solid phase volume fractions, with the probability of failure. Multi-scale studies involving computational
simulations and actual experiments may be necessary to correlate the results of the microstructure-based
probability of failure analyses reported in Chapters 2 and 3 with the results of studies on full-scale
SOFCs. Such studies, after rigorous experimental validation, may be of assistance in framing materials
selection guidelines for the designers of SOFCs in the future. These studies may also guide researchers
investigating the optimization of SOFC microstructures. Such optimized microstructures may offer better
electrochemical performance without compromising structural and mechanical integrity.
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The work presented in Chapter 4 employs a highly simplified simulation of thermal fatigue. This thermal
fatigue analysis investigates the effect of repeated steady-state thermal loading on the integrity of
interfaces, especially three phase boundary zones. Electrochemical performance degradation of the SOFC
electrodes under thermal fatigue is evaluated by studying three phase boundary evolution over a number
of normalized heating cycles. Experimental studies on SOFC performance degradation under different
cycling conditions, such as those conducted by Dikwal et al. [37] and Bujalski et al. [38] are very useful
in quantifying the decrease in electrochemical performance of SOFCs over time. Such studies may be
useful for validating the predictions of performance degradation simulations on computational models of
full-scale SOFCs under various cycling conditions. Finally, the literature in this field would also benefit
greatly from experimental investigations correlating SOFC performance degradation with microstructure
evolution (e.g. TPB evolution) under various cycling conditions. Such studies are required for validating
the results of thermal fatigue modeling efforts such as those reported in Chapter 4 of this work.
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Appendix
Computer program for reconstruction of three-dimensional finite element cathode microstructure model
from a stack of two-dimensional microstructure images
% Author: Sushrut Sanjiv Vaidya
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% A MATLAB program that reads in a series of TIFF images of a 2-D SOFC cathode
% microstructure (50:50 wt. % LSM:YSZ), simplifies each image by pixel square analysis,
% converts the pixel matrices into a 3-D model, and then writes an Abaqus input file to analyze the
% response of the 3D microstructure to a thermal load (spatially uniform temperature field).
% Note: Pixel value 255 => LSM
%

Pixel value 127 => YSZ

%

Pixel value 0 => pores

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% Program starts here
% Reading of the original 2-D cathode microstructure images, and storage as 2-D pixel arrays

clear
clc

original_image1 = imread('image1.tif', 'tif');
original_image2 = imread('image2.tif', 'tif');
original_image3 = imread('image3.tif', 'tif');
original_image4 = imread('image4.tif', 'tif');
original_image5 = imread('image5.tif', 'tif');
original_image6 = imread('image6.tif', 'tif');
original_image7 = imread('image7.tif', 'tif');
original_image8 = imread('image8.tif', 'tif');
original_image9 = imread('image9.tif', 'tif');
original_image10 = imread('image10.tif', 'tif');
original_image11 = imread('image11.tif', 'tif');
original_image12 = imread('image12.tif', 'tif');
original_image13 = imread('image13.tif', 'tif');
original_image14 = imread('image14.tif', 'tif');
original_image15 = imread('image15.tif', 'tif');
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original_image16 = imread('image16.tif', 'tif');
original_image17 = imread('image17.tif', 'tif');
original_image18 = imread('image18.tif', 'tif');
original_image19 = imread('image19.tif', 'tif');
original_image20 = imread('image20.tif', 'tif');
original_image21 = imread('image21.tif', 'tif');
original_image22 = imread('image22.tif', 'tif');
original_image23 = imread('image23.tif', 'tif');
original_image24 = imread('image24.tif', 'tif');
original_image25 = imread('image25.tif', 'tif');
original_image26 = imread('image26.tif', 'tif');
original_image27 = imread('image27.tif', 'tif');
original_image28 = imread('image28.tif', 'tif');
original_image29 = imread('image29.tif', 'tif');
original_image30 = imread('image30.tif', 'tif');
original_image31 = imread('image31.tif', 'tif');
original_image32 = imread('image32.tif', 'tif');
original_image33 = imread('image33.tif', 'tif');
original_image34 = imread('image34.tif', 'tif');
original_image35 = imread('image35.tif', 'tif');
original_image36 = imread('image36.tif', 'tif');
original_image37 = imread('image37.tif', 'tif');
original_image38 = imread('image38.tif', 'tif');
original_image39 = imread('image39.tif', 'tif');
original_image40 = imread('image40.tif', 'tif');
original_image41 = imread('image41.tif', 'tif');

% Image reading and storage ends here
% Total number of images used = (n_image_planes) = 41
[rows columns] = size(original_image1);
n = 81;

% Determination of size of original image

% Total number of (image+buffer) planes in 3-D model = (2*n_image_planes-1)
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% Generation of a stack of 2-D images using a cell array {} data structure
im_arr_or = {original_image1 original_image2 original_image3 original_image4 original_image5…
original_image6 original_image7 original_image8 original_image9 original_image10…
original_image11 original_image12 original_image13 original_image14 original_image15...
original_image16 original_image17 original_image18 original_image19 original_image20…
original_image21 original_image22 original_image23 original_image24 original_image25…
original_image26 original_image27 original_image28 original_image29 original_image30…
original_image31 original_image32 original_image33 original_image34 original_image35…
original_image36 original_image37 original_image38 original_image39 original_image40
original_image41};
% Assignment of initial and final row and column numbers for extracting pixel array subset from
% original pixel array. Assignment of row and column increments for analyzing (2 x 2) pixel
% squares
row_i = 2;
row_f = rows;
row_incr = 2;
col_i = 23;
col_f = 194;
col_incr = 2;
% Image simplification: Analysis of (2 x 2) pixel squares of original image to derive simplified
% image
for counter_len = 1:length(im_arr_or)
for counter_rows = row_i:row_incr:(row_f-1)
for counter_columns = col_i:col_incr:(col_f-1)
counterLSM = 0;
counterYSZ = 0;
counterPore = 0;
if im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows,counter_columns) = = 255
counterLSM = counterLSM+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows,counter_columns) = = 127
counterYSZ = counterYSZ+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows,counter_columns) = = 0
counterPore = counterPore+1;
end
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if im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows,counter_columns+1) = = 255
counterLSM = counterLSM+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows,counter_columns+1) = = 127
counterYSZ = counterYSZ+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows,counter_columns+1) = = 0
counterPore = counterPore+1;
end
if im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows+1,counter_columns) = = 255
counterLSM = counterLSM+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows+1,counter_columns) = = 127
counterYSZ = counterYSZ+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows+1,counter_columns) = = 0
counterPore = counterPore+1;
end
if im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows+1,counter_columns+1) = = 255
counterLSM = counterLSM+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows+1,counter_columns+1) = = 127
counterYSZ = counterYSZ+1;
elseif im_arr_or{counter_len}(counter_rows+1,counter_columns+1) = = 0
counterPore = counterPore+1;
end
c_phase_f = max([counterLSM counterYSZ counterPore]);
if (c_phase_f = = counterLSM && c_phase_f ~= counterYSZ && c_phase_f ~= counterPore)
c_phase_ff = counterLSM;
phase_ff = 255;
elseif (c_phase_f = = counterYSZ && c_phase_f ~= counterPore && c_phase_f ~= counterLSM)
c_phase_ff = counterYSZ;
phase_ff = 127;
elseif (c_phase_f = = counterPore && c_phase_f ~= counterLSM && c_phase_f ~= counterYSZ)
c_phase_ff = counterPore;
phase_ff = 0;
elseif (c_phase_f = = counterLSM && c_phase_f = = counterYSZ && c_phase_f ~= counterPore)
c_phase_ff = counterYSZ;
phase_ff = 127;
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elseif (c_phase_f = = counterYSZ && c_phase_f = = counterPore && c_phase_f ~= counterLSM)
c_phase_ff = counterYSZ;
phase_ff = 127;
elseif (c_phase_f = = counterPore && c_phase_f = = counterLSM && c_phase_f ~= counterYSZ)
c_phase_ff = counterLSM;
phase_ff = 255;
end
im_arr_mod{counter_len}((counter_rows-row_i)/row_incr+1,(counter_columns-col_i)/col_incr+1) =
phase_ff;
end
end
end

[rows_red columns_red] = size(im_arr_mod{1}); % Determination of size of simplified image

% Input file starts here

outputfile_id = fopen('cathode5050_2by2_fx_temp_dep_800.txt', 'w');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '*Heading\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nCathode three dimensional microstructure\r');

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tOUTPUT CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Preprint, echo=NO, history=NO, model=NO\r');

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tNODE DEFINITION\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Node\r');
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% Node numbering algorithm starts

for counter_z = 1:n
for counter_horizontal = 1:(rows_red+1)
for counter_vertical = 1:(columns_red+1)
node_number = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(counter_z-1) + (columns_red+1) *
(counter_horizontal-1) + counter_vertical;
x_coordinate = (counter_vertical-1)*(2*40.8*10^(-6));
y_coordinate = ((rows_red+1)-counter_horizontal)*(2*40.8*10^(-6));
z_coordinate = (counter_z-1)*(53.3*10^(-6));
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %f, %f, %f\r', node_number, x_coordinate, y_coordinate,
z_coordinate);
end
end
end

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=ENTIRE_CATHODE\r');

for counter_z = 1:n
for counter_horizontal = 1:(rows_red+1)
for counter_vertical = 1:(columns_red+1)
node_number = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(counter_z-1) + (columns_red+1) *
(counter_horizontal-1) + counter_vertical;
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_number);
end
end
end

% Node numbering algorithm ends
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% Element numbering and node ordering algorithm. Assignment of solid elements to LSM element
% set based on pixel value (255).
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tELEMENT DEFINITION\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Element, type=C3D8, elset=LSM\r');
for counter_len = 1:length(im_arr_mod)
if counter_len = = 1
z_factor = 2*counter_len-2;
for counter_rows = 1:rows_red
for counter_columns = 1:columns_red
if im_arr_mod{counter_len}(counter_rows, counter_columns) = = 255
element_number = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node6 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node7 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node8 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number, node1, node2,
node3, node4, node5, node6, node7, node8);
end
end
end
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elseif counter_len = = length(im_arr_mod)
z_factor = 2*counter_len-3;
for counter_rows = 1:rows_red
for counter_columns = 1:columns_red
if im_arr_mod{counter_len}(counter_rows, counter_columns) = = 255
element_number = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ counter_columns;
node6 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows
+ counter_columns;
node7 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows
+ (counter_columns+1);
node8 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ (counter_columns+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number, node1, node2,
node3, node4, node5, node6, node7, node8);
end
end
end
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else
z_factor1 = 2*counter_len-3;
z_factor2 = 2*counter_len-2;
for counter_rows = 1:rows_red
for counter_columns = 1:columns_red
if im_arr_mod{counter_len}(counter_rows, counter_columns) = = 255
element_number_1 = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor1+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor1+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor1 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor1 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor1+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor1+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ counter_columns;
node6_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor1+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + counter_columns;
node7_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor1+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + (counter_columns+1);
node8_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor1+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ (counter_columns+1);
element_number_2 = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor2+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor2+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor2 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor2 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor2+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
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node5_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor2+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ counter_columns;
node6_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor2+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + counter_columns;
node7_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor2+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + (counter_columns+1);
node8_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor2+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ (counter_columns+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number_1, node1_1,
node2_1, node3_1, node4_1, node5_1, node6_1, node7_1, node8_1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number_2, node1_2,
node2_2, node3_2, node4_2, node5_2, node6_2, node7_2, node8_2);
end
end
end
end
end

% Element numbering and node ordering algorithm. Assignment of solid elements to YSZ element
% set based on pixel value (127).
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Element, type=C3D8, elset=YSZ\r');
for counter_len = 1:length(im_arr_mod)
if counter_len = = 1
z_factor = 2*counter_len-2;
for counter_rows = 1:rows_red
for counter_columns = 1:columns_red
if im_arr_mod{counter_len}(counter_rows, counter_columns) = = 127
element_number = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
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node3 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node6 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node7 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node8 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number, node1, node2,
node3, node4, node5, node6, node7, node8);
end
end
end
elseif counter_len = = length(im_arr_mod)
z_factor = 2*counter_len-3;
for counter_rows = 1:rows_red
for counter_columns = 1:columns_red
if im_arr_mod{counter_len}(counter_rows, counter_columns) = = 127
element_number = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
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node6 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows
+ counter_columns;
node7 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor+1) + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows
+ (counter_columns+1);
node8 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number, node1, node2,
node3, node4, node5, node6, node7, node8);
end
end
end
else
z_factor1 = 2*counter_len-3;
z_factor2 = 2*counter_len-2;
for counter_rows = 1:rows_red
for counter_columns = 1:columns_red
if im_arr_mod{counter_len}(counter_rows, counter_columns) = = 127
element_number_1 = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor1+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor1+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor1 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor1 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor1+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor1+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ counter_columns;
node6_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor1+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + counter_columns;
node7_1 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor1+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + (counter_columns+1);
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node8_1 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor1+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ (counter_columns+1);
element_number_2 = rows_red*columns_red*z_factor2+columns_red*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node1_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor2+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
node2_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor2 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
counter_columns;
node3_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * z_factor2 + (columns_red+1) * counter_rows +
(counter_columns+1);
node4_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*z_factor2+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(counter_columns+1);
node5_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor2+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ counter_columns;
node6_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor2+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + counter_columns;
node7_2 = (rows_red+1) * (columns_red+1) * (z_factor2+1) + (columns_red+1) *
counter_rows + (counter_columns+1);
node8_2 = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(z_factor2+1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)
+ (counter_columns+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number_1, node1_1,
node2_1, node3_1, node4_1, node5_1, node6_1, node7_1, node8_1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\r', element_number_2, node1_2,
node2_2, node3_2, node4_2, node5_2, node6_2, node7_2, node8_2);
end
end
end
end
end

% Element numbering, node ordering, and element set assignment algorithms for LSM and YSZ
% element sets end here.
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% Assignment of solid sections and material definitions to LSM and YSZ element sets
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tSOLID SECTION DEFINITION FOR NODE SETS\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Solid Section, material=LSM, elset=LSM\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Solid Section, material=YSZ, elset=YSZ\r');
% Definition of temperature-dependent material properties for LSM and YSZ
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tMATERIAL PROPERTIES DEFINITION\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Material, name=LSM\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Elastic\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n40E3, 0.25, 0\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n40E3, 0.25, 350\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n42E3, 0.25, 400\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n46E3, 0.25, 500\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n48E3, 0.25, 600\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n48E3, 0.25, 800\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Expansion\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n11.4E-6\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Material, name=YSZ\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Elastic\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n205E3, 0.3, 20\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n200.5E3, 0.3, 100\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n192E3, 0.3, 200\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n174E3, 0.3, 300\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n155E3, 0.3, 400\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n138E3, 0.3, 500\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n135E3, 0.3, 600\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n140E3, 0.3, 700\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n147.5E3, 0.3, 800\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Expansion\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n8.2E-6,0\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n10E-6,800\r');
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% Node set definitions for the 6 faces of the cathode model for assigning fixed boundary conditions
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=FACE_ONE\r');
for counter_z = 1:n
for counter_rows = 1:(rows_red+1)
node_no = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(counter_z-1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)+1;
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_no);
end
end

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=FACE_TWO\r');
for counter_rows = 1:(rows_red+1)
for counter_columns = 1:(columns_red+1)
node_no = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(n-1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
counter_columns;
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_no);
end
end

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=FACE_THREE\r');
for counter_z = 1:n
for counter_rows = 1:(rows_red+1)
node_no = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(counter_z-1)+(columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1) +
(columns_red+1);
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_no);
end
end

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=FACE_FOUR\r');
for counter_rows = 1:(rows_red+1)
for counter_columns = 1:(columns_red+1)
node_no = (columns_red+1)*(counter_rows-1)+counter_columns;
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_no);
end
end
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fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=FACE_FIVE\r');
for counter_z = 1:n
for counter_columns = 1:(columns_red+1)
node_no = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(counter_z-1)+counter_columns;
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_no);
end
end

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Nset, nset=FACE_SIX\r');
for counter_z = 1:n
for counter_columns = 1:(columns_red+1)
node_no = (rows_red+1)*(columns_red+1)*(counter_z-1) + (columns_red+1) * rows_red +
counter_columns;
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n%d,\r', node_no);
end
end

% Definition of analysis step, boundary conditions, initial temperature, and operating temperature
% field
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tSTEP DEFINITION (LOADING & RESPONSE)\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Step\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Static\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n1.0, 1.0\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\r');
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fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n**\t\tBOUNDARY CONDITION DEFINITION\t\t**\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Boundary\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nFACE_ONE, ENCASTRE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Boundary\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nFACE_TWO, ENCASTRE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Boundary\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nFACE_THREE, ENCASTRE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Boundary\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nFACE_FOUR, ENCASTRE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Boundary\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nFACE_FIVE, ENCASTRE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Boundary\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nFACE_SIX, ENCASTRE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Initial Conditions, type=TEMPERATURE\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nENTIRE_CATHODE, 20\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*Temperature\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nENTIRE_CATHODE, 820\r');

% Definition of output requests for centroidal principal stresses from LSM and YSZ element sets
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*El Print, position=CENTROIDAL, elset=LSM\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nSP\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*El Print, position=CENTROIDAL, elset=YSZ\r');
fprintf(outputfile_id, '\nSP\r');

fprintf(outputfile_id, '\n*End Step\r');

% Input file ends here
% Program ends here
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